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DEVELOPMENTS I~ THEORY AND EMDIRICAL APPLICATIONS 
OF ENDOGENOUS GOVERNM:NTA~ BEHAVIOR* 

Gordon C. Rausse r , Erik LiChtenberq, anc Ralph Lattimore~ 

1. 

Governmental intervention in aqricultural systems is often treatec as a 

passive. exogenous force in econometric forecasting models. Suc~ 

intervention assumes many forms. In some countries the national governmen~ 

actively intervenes in the hopes of achievinQ self-sufficiency; in other

countries marketing boards or marketinq orders attempt to influence p"iliat~ 

sector behavior; and still other- cou"tries. especially plal'lnec econorr'es, 

governments manage both domestic systems and internationa1 trade dire:~~~,. 

Tne demand of governments to intervene actively in agricultural anc foo: 

systems and their propensity to responc is well kno ..... " and need not be 

el aborated :tIere (Brando ..... ). 

The distortions arising from governmental intervention in both domesti: 

and international systems have been documented on numerous occasions (Ab~~tt, 

1979a; Brando ..... ; Rausser and Stonehouse). The effects of governme~tal 

intervention are pervasive. regardless of whether it assumes the form of 

income supports. supply controls. or barriers to trade. Many of these 

policies have the direct effect of transferrinq wealth from taxpayers or 

consumers to individual producers whi le transferring risk in the opposite 

direction. Others redistribute wealth and risk within the private commodity 

systems among various participants along a vertical corrrnodity chain. All 

these policies assuredly distort the traditional market-price siqna1 

mechanism. Under many of these policies, producers in effect become shielded 

from the full impact of price variations and learn to respond not only to 

market price variables but to governmental policy variables as well. 

tGordon C. Rausser is Chairman and Professor of Aqricultural and Resource 
Economic. University of California. Berkeley; Erik Lichtenberg ;s a 
Postgraduate Research Agricultural Economist. University of California. 
Berkeley; and Ralph Lattimore is Chief. Trade Analysis. International Trade 
Policy Division, Agriculture Canada. 



OnE of the principel motivations for governmental intervention is tnE 

basic instat-ility of the private sector. This instability emanates 
especially from the characteristics 

F'lighly inelastic demand and supply. 
associated with yield uncertainties, 

asset fixity, and rapid technologica~ 

change as well as from other structural characteristics of agricultural 

systems. Conventional wisdom has lonq held tne view that the resultino 

unstable markets can and should be stabilize~ by conscious economic pollcie s 

of national government. Such recommendations, however, neqlect instability 

and imperfections in the political-administrative system. As LindbeCK has 

argiJec, the most reasonable approach is to treat instabilities an::: 

imperfections explicitly in botn market and political-administrative 

systems. This view is substantiated by the historical performance Of 

qovernmental intervention in domestic aqricultural commodity systems. 

Differences between various Short-term economic forecasts often deoerld 

less Or"! tF'le internal funct ioninq of the private sector than on differen: 

assumptions of future policies. Perhaps more importantly, longer run 

forecasts for agricultural and food systems must be conditional upo~ 

gove-rnmenta1 policy variables. Even for short-run, one-year forecasts prior 

to announced levels of governmental policies, once aqain, the onl y ~feasi:'l~ 

alternative is conditional forecasting. In some instances, it is even 

possible that, for certain temporal periods, i.e., annual time intervals, a 

simultaneous interaction exists between a governmental setting of policy 

variables and the responses of private sector behavioral units. 

Nevertheless, the vast majority of the current literature, represented 

perhaps best by Houck and Ryan, deals only with conditional behavioral 

response on the part of the private sector where the conditioninq elements 

relate to governmental policy. 

Given the feedback relationships among governmental policymakers and the 

private sector, however, it is Quite possible that governmental policies 

which appear beneficial in the short run could well prove in the long run to 

be undesirable. Moreover, the very nature of economic theory leads us to 

the a priori view that the conditional behavioral relationships of tF'le 

private sector should chanqe drastically over time as a result of 

qovernmental intervention. For example, Lucas, as well as Kydland an~ 

Prescott has argued that a chanqe in policy will result in a chanqe in tne 

environment facing economic units. Given rationality. this will result in 
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S~ifts of the equations representing tne behavior of SUCh units~ This source 

of parameter instability can only be avoided by reasonably accurate 

measuremen:s of expectation formation patterns and dynamic responses, a 

du~ious hope at best. 

In the long run, especially for forecasting purposes, it would see~ 

essentia~ to endoge~ize both private and public sector behavior related to a 

particular system. Unfortunately, little empirical evidence auantifyinq th~ 

benavior of qovernmental administrators has been accumulated. Our posture in 

the specification of these relationships should remain largely tlposit;v~" 

rather than tlnormative" in spite of these obstacles. What is necessary is a'-, 

eclectic approach of the kind suggested by Lindbeck (p. 11) which combines 

proxies for "electability" with more idealistic variables suCh as producers' 

and consumers' welfare in the criterion function of governmental decisiY 

makers. 

SUCh a positiVE approach is entirely consistent witn the rece~: 

advancements in the theory of economic regulation (Stigler, Peltzman\. Muc'" 

of Jh is 1 iterature 

regulatory process. 

witn the value of 

eliminate one or 

is concerned with wealth redistributions through tne 

As Peltzman has noted, there is a growing disen~hantmert 

the traditional welfare analysis which attempts to 

another unfortunate allocative consequence of marke: 

failure. In particular, he notes: 

The creeping recognition that regulation seemed seldom to actually 
work this way, and that it may have even engendered more resource 
misallocation than it cured, forced attention to the influence which 
the regulatory powers of the state could have on the distribution of 
wealth as well as on allocative efficiency. Since the pol itical 
process does not usually provide the dichotomous treatment of 
resource allocation and wealth distribution so beloved by welfare 
economists, it was an easy step to seek explanation for the failure 
of the traditional analysis to predict the allocative effects of 
regulation and the dominance of political pressure for redistribution 
on the regulatory process. This focus on regulation as a powerful 
enqine for redistribution shows clearly in such works as Jordan's 
Produ~er PTote~tion and Posner's (1971) Taxation by ReguZat{or.. The 
common role of regulation in this literature is as a fulcrum upon 
which contending interest seek to exercise leveraqe in their pursuit 
of wea lth. 

In the final analysis, the formulation of government policy cannot be 

considered a single, indivisible process. On the contrary, it consists of a 
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ser i es of subprocesses which occur in markedly different institutiona1 

settings and which vary qreatly in their essential characteristics as a 

conseauence. The most important distinction is between the setting of po1icy 

and the implementation of policy. On the one hand, government policy is 

composed of a body of leqislation, administrative codes, and the like. Tne 

process of settinq policy car. be defined as the specification of an are;; 

requiring government intervention, the determination of general goals an: 

soe:ific targets for that intervention, and the chOice of instruments to be 

considered permissible for use in aChieving the stated goals. A policy is 

thus a set of goals and instruments drawn from the larger set of goals anG 

instruments available to tne government. 

Policy is set in both the legislative and executive branChes of 

government. The most important factors in this process seem to be relations 

between the electorate and the various elected officials, between thE 

legislative and executive branches, and between members of the legislativ= 

branch. The study of this process needs to be able to relate the behavior of 

these agents to the actual subset of goals and instruments which emerges as 

government policy. 

On the other hand, policy exists in reality as it is implemente:. Tne 

process of implementation can be defined as the choice of policy instrument 

levels given the policy set, that is, given the set of admissible goals and 

available instruments. Policy is generally implemented by the government 

bureaucracy. While the electorate and the legislature do have an impact on 

the bureaucracy, it seems unlikely that they are the Chief factors in policy 

implementation. The study of implementation must, rather, focus on 

explaininq bureaucratic behavior from a more internal point of view. 

This paper will emphasize the policy-settinq/implementation distinction 

in evaluating the various formulations proposed for endogenizing governmental 

intervention in agriculture and food systems. A number of alternative 

paradigms will be examined in Section 2 includinq (a) liberal-pluralist 

conceptual formulations, (b) theory of the state conceptual formulations; 

(c) economic regulation conceptual formulations; and (d) rent-seekinq 

interest group and conflict resolution conceptual formulations. The 

applicability of each formulation to a phase of policy formation will be 

considered. The implications of these conceptual formulations for empirical 
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woh will be briefly examined. In Section 3, empirical approaches which 

address the Quantification of governmental · criterion ' functions will be 

investiqated. A number of alternative specifications will be evaluated and 

possible improvements will be advanced. The second major part of Section 3 

will survey direct estimation of endogenous governmental behaviora~ 

eauations. Section 4 will offer concludinq remarks and recommendations for 

future directions. 

A number of alternative paradigms addressing the basis of endogenous 

governmental behavior are available in the current literature. One paradigm, 

which includes many alternative formulations, might be characterized as the 

liberal-pluralist framework and is found largely in public finan:e 

literature. A second paradigm has become known as the "theory of the state" 

and emanates frorr. radical economics. A third will be referred to as the 

theory of economic requlation, proposed and developed by Stigler (1971', 

Posn-e r (1974), ~ and Peltzman. A fourth paradiqm will be characterized as the' 

theory of rent-seeking interest qroups and conflict resolution. 

Each. formu 1 at ion wi 11 be descr ibed as advanced by its adherents. The 

applicability of the formulation to problems of characterizing government 

policy formation will be examined and its empirical implications will be 

developed. Estimation or alternative substantiation of relationships 

predicted by each conceptual framework will be briefly examined. 

2.1 Libera Z-PZuraZist Fram~works 

The alternative formulations included in this framework concentrate on 

forces shaping the distribution of income and wealth in the private sector. 

These formulations include the "self-interest coalition"; the "self-interest 

median voter"; the "private insurance"; the "social insurance"; the 

"Pareto-optimal income redistribution"; and the "relative income" 

specifications. The purpose of each of these formulations is to account for 

observed changes in the distribution of income. From these models, a set of 

testable hypotheses concerning the redistribution of income and/or the change 

in income distribution through time may be extracted. 



Severa 1 mode 1 s are based on the 
premise that individuals have an interest in redistributing income from 

otners to themselves. They are presumed to enter into voter coalitions to 

express this demand to politicians. Politicians are motivated by votes and 

thus satisfy suCh a demand in order to increase their probability of electior 

(Downs, Buchanan and iulloc~). The initial conditions for SuCh formulatior:s 

includ~ a" eQua1 distribution of votes and an uneaual distribution of incom~. 

The Downs variant has a coalition of the bottom 51 percent outvoting thE 

coa1ition of the top 49 percent with a predicted redistribution from th~ 

latter to the former, i.e., frorr, higtl-;ncome families to low-incom~ 

families. The redistributive instruments in the Downs framework include 

taxes, transfers, and the benefits of qovernment services. 

The Buchanan and Tullock version of the self-interest formulatior 

incorporates vote trading and allows tne sam~ individual to enter multiple 

coalitions. They admit the posSibility of exchanginq votes in the process of 

government dec i s ion maUnq assoc i ated with taxes, transfers, and government 

services. In some coalitions, the individual wins (receives net benefits) 

while in other coalitions, due to exclusion, the individual loses (pays net 

costs). Unfortunately, their framework does not result in a prediction of 

whether a particular individual is a net winner or loser. 

It should be noted that the Buchanan and Tullock version is not 

significantly different from the Downs version. To be sure, it is reasonably 

straiqhtforward to translate the net gain or net loss by coalition based on 

industry qroupings into net gain or losses by size classes of income. Given 

the type of winning coalitions most frequently cited, i.e., industry 

groupings, the net winners will often be predominantly among the upper income 

and higher income families while the net losers, representing consumer 

groups, will be predominantly among lower-income and middle-income families. 

ThuS, there is a presumption that voter coalitions with vote trading will 

lead to a redistribution from low-income families to upper income families. 

There is an incentive for a net loser to searCh out a coalition that will 

vote for one more good; that qood (service, transfer, or tax loophole) which 

will convert a net loser into a net gainer. This net loser, if successful in 

the search, becomes a net gainer and must, therefore, fall within the bottom 

'J 
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. 51 percent. If unsuccessful in the SearCh, this net loser must fall w~tnin 

the top 49 percent. Thus, if this incentive ;s particularly stronq, the 

dynamics of the model transforrri it into a Downs formulation. The result is 

redistr;butio~ from upper income to lower income families combined with 

partial redistributions from lower income families to upper income families. 

HenCE, self-interest coalition formJ'at;ons predict redistribution frorr 

the to~ to the bottom at one point in time ana, over · the lonq ru~, a 

continual movement in the direction of greater eauality in the distri[)utio r . 

of incom~. Of course, complete eauality will not necessarily be achievec 

over the very long . run if the bottom 51 percent fears impairment of work 

incent i ves on the part of the top 49 percent. Moreover ~ other reasons for 

failure to achieve complete eauality include the bottom 51 percent 

expectation of upward mobility or if the top 49 percent uses their availa~1e 

resources to purcnase more po'itical power or influence tnan their votes 

wOu1~ commc'1C and/or persuade the bottom 51 percent of the suppase:~y 

disastrous and disincentive effects on the volume of output resu1tinq frorr 

redistrioutinq income. 

in the self-interest framework, neqlectinq voter coalitions or vote tradi~~. 

Everyone is presumed to have a potential demand for redistribution of income 

toward themselves (Stigler, 1970). Presuming that preferences for 

distribution toward oneself are single-peaked with respect to income, the 

median voter is king, and his preferences for SUCh redistribution are 

satisfied through the political process. This model predicts redistribution 

from low-income and high-income families toward middle-income families, with 

emphasis placed on the net gains to the middle-income classes. In a forma1 

• median-voter model, to the extent that voting participation rates are lower 

for low-income families than for high-income families, the median voter wi11 

have an income greater than the median-income recipient. 

The model predicts increasing redistribution over time. As Stigler has 

argued, "as income has become a widely usable basis for income and 

expenditure programs both the extent of government activities and their 

income redistribution effects [will] grow" (Stigler, 1970, pp. 5 and 6), As 

the net gains to the middle classes grow through time, it is also suqqestec 

that the net distribution of high-income families relative to the low-income 



families will qrow. Second, if the demand for redistribution toward onese H 

is positively related to income (the usual property of a normal gOOd); then 

over time, as real per capita income increases, the median voter will use the 

political process to purchase increasinq Quantities of redistribution. 

2.1.3 :~,:' __ ~:::t :~:S:.l!":P:~..: !:!-:-... :::~:::,:.:~. In a world where individuals ar~ 

riSk averse, the existence of goods that cannot be redistributed (e.g., 

hea lth and human capita 1), imperfect markets and mora 1 hazard prevent the 

emergence of private markets that spread the risk of disastrously low incomes 

(Arro .... , Pauly and Willett, Zeckhauser). In such a model, voters may choose 

to provide suCh insurance through the political marketplace. Basically, 

private insurance for income interruption is provided via governmental 

intervention. Rodgers has argued that low-income families will have a higher 

demand for such insurance than high-income families; as a conseQuence,tn~ 

latter groups must be brib.ed with premium (tax) reductions to persuade therr 

to enter the insurance contract. Since a moral hazard problem does not 

vanish just as result of insurance provided by qovernments, categorical rules 

are needec to restrict the insurance payments to those who are afflicted by 

qenuine incpme interruptions. 

If high-income families must be bribed with tax reductions to enter 

insurance contracts, then the rate of redistribution from middle-income 

families may exceed similar rates from high-income families. The predictions 

that can be generated from such a model are, however, unclear. If the moral 

hazard problem is effectively obviated by the nature of the program, then 

changes in the redistributive pattern through time would be a function of the 

changing pattern and importance of riSk that are insurable. If moral hazard 

problem is not adeQuately resolved, then, over time, if individuals alter 

their be,lavior so as to claim benefits under the plan, an increasing amount 

of redistribution of income would be observed. 

2.1.4 So~i~Z InsurancE Formutatio~. The implication of the private 

insurance formulation that high-income groups must be bribed is inconsistent 

with casual evidence that such qroups often make substantial net 

contributions to fiscal redistribution of income. Musqrave's pruden: 

humanitarian model is desiqned in part to account for this evidence within a 

social insurance formulation. Individuals with a low risk of income 

interruption are presumed to be sufficiently prudent to insure themselves 
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~gainst SUCh outcomes. They are also presumed to be sufficiently 

~umanitarian to partially finance income-replacement benefits for other less 

prudent individuals. The latter individuals have a higher risk of income: 

interrupt ion for which no private insurance has been secured. The prudent 

humanitarian voters are viewed as efficient and thus choose the alternativE

fom, of qovernmental intervention which minimizes their contributions. In 

Musgrave's analysis, these prudent humanitarians influence choice of a 

legislative framework that reduces the moral hazard problem and requires t~e 

less prudent than those with a higher risk of income interruption to financ~ 

a portion of such risk themselves. 

The crucial aspect of the prudent humanitarian model is that social 

insurance emerges as a device to force compulsory savings on the less-prudent 

and low-income individuals and to protect the prudent, high-income 

individuals. 

Model predicts, for specific income interruptions, a redistribution frOIT 

individuals with middle and high incomes to those with temporarily lo~ 

incomes--achieved via compulsory contributions on all members of society. 

Th~ net co~t~ibution rate of high-income individuals would be greater under a 

private insurance formulation but lower under public welfare schemes. It 

should be noted that Musgrave is careful to note that the core of this mode1 

deals only with explaining the contributing finance aspect of social 

insurance; thus, the formulation is incomplete as a theory of income 

distribution. 

2.1.5 The seminal 

work of Hochman and Rodgers (1969) introduced the Pareto-optimal income 

redistribution formulation which in essence transformed issues of 

distribution into a Question of efficiency. One variant of this formulation 

specifies that donors of taxes derive utility from the income levels of 

transfer recipients. Hence, the donors are consequently prepared, in fact, 

eager to support transfer schemes. To donors with similar utility functions, 

the commodity, "increased incomes of the poor," is a collective consumption 

good--an efficient Quantity of which can only be provided through the 

governmental sector. The presumed interdependent utility functions advancec 

by this formulation leads to increased welfare of the donors of taxes ever 

though their after-tax incomes declined and recipients' after-tax incomes 

rise. 
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This framework predicts redistribution of income to low-income 

indi"iduals from high-income individuals; some variations of this framewori< 

sUQgest that the largest transfers will be made to the poorest while smallest 

transfers will be made to the less poor. If, over time, the income 

different ial betweer. donors and recipients remains constant, ceteris par'i~.",.:, 

then size of the redistributive tax transfers will remain constant. If, over 

time, the income differential increases, ~~:'eY'~~ F=..J"{c·"i./..S, then the size of 

the redistribution increases. On the other hand, decline in incomE 

differentials leads to decreases in the redistribution of income. 

This formulation suffers from a major conceptual defect, viz., a 

disenfranChised recipient class. Once the preferences of recipients count 

and such groups are politically active, it is no longer possible to predict 

that a unioue Pareto-optimal redistributive tax transfer scheme will exist. 

Under these circumstances, Hochman and Rodqers' (1969, 1970) Mutt and Jeff 

model, where Jeff is a stylized beqq3 r in the street who accepts whateve!"" 

coinage is dropDed in his outstretched hand, is no lonqer germane. When the 

preferences of recipients count, normative neatness and simple positive 

predictions of th~s formulation vanish. 1 

2.1. 6 Thurow (1973, 1975) has Sketched, 

via a secondary tnesis to the development of a formal job competition model, 

a theory of income redistribution. This model is built upon four empirical 

observations drawn from the U. S. economy: (1) income inequalities fell 

considerably during the Great Depression (Second World War period) and 

remained stable after the War; (2) the political popularity of minimum wage 

policies; (3) the political acceptability of adeouate transfer income floors 

for those who are disabled and elderly and thus unable to work; and (4) the 

political unpopularity of income transfers to those who are able to work, 

even if they cannot find employment. In Thurow's model, individual workers 

who may differ in their views of economic justice have reached a consensus 

that justice is linked to relative incomes. Thus, the well-beinq of many of 

the members is tied directly to a normative appraisal of relative incomes. 

The government is directed to implement policies to achieve such "desired" 

distribution of income if market mechanisms fail to do so.2 In this 

framework, economic benefits, derived from tax-transfer redistributive 

mechanisms, are proportional to the cost imposed upon the recipients. 

Moreover, recipients of economic benefits who bear equal economic costs are 

treated equally. 



This mode 1 qenerates a relatively stable distribution of income. Give~ a 

social judqment on minimal levels of resource control, the model predicts th~ 

legislated existence of a minimum economic floor provided that the recipients 

who are able to bear some costs of receiving such income supplements in fa~t 

de S0. Specifically, there will be political support for minimurr, wages, 

disability, and retirement pensions while there will not be political support 

for guaranteed annual incomes, negative incomes taxes. or othergenera~ 

demogrant schemes. These results follow directly frorr the empirica~ 

Observations which gauge the structure of the model. 

The model reauires major "social Shock" changes in normative values to 

effectuate in any substantive change in relative incomes over time. Thurow 

finds this · reauirement consistent with empirical evidence in the United 

States over the period 1930-1946. The impact of the Great Depression lee to 

social policies to alleviate hardships during the War in which there emerqe~ 

a "consensus" that economic burdens of war should be Shared in a reasonably 

eQu=~ faShion. Accordinq to Thurow. once the crisis represented by the 

Depression and the War was over. the narrowed waqe differentials remainec 

relatively constant and did not widen. The postwar generation came to regarc 

the new income differentials as "just." Unfortunately. in general. the 

framework fails to specify a mechanism to appropriately classify social 

shocks whicn generate permanent chanqes from those which fai 1 to generate , 
SUCh chanqes. Under SUCh circumstances. explanations of observed changes in 

income ineQuality over time become ad hoa. 3 

In general. liberal-pluralist models focus principally 

on the policy-setting process and on the relationship between policymal<ers 

and voters in particular. Little. if any. distinction between the 

legislative and the executive branches is made. In addition, legislators are 

assumed to simply transmit voter preferences; that they might have interests 

of their own is not considered. 

Policy in these frameworks relates to societal income distribution. 

Income alone is considered the indicator of well-beinq regardless of source. 

Effects of voters' interests are characterized · in terms · of income 

distribution; empirical work thus focuses on chanqes in income distribution 

over time. 



Tne hign leve 1 of aggregation implicit in this approaCh makes any 

examination of policies relating to particular sectors of society ratner 

difficult. In the case of price supports for wheat, for example, farmers and 

urban professionals may be predicted to have identical interests based on 

identical incomes whereas in reality thOse interests in the short run are 

diametrically opposed. Income alone is not a valid criterion of interests. 

More important tha~1 i ncom€ is its source. Income class ;;er· s" does not 

necessarily reflect the wealtn position of various social qroup;nQs and henc~ 

iqnores their more fundamental concerns. 

2.2 

Each of the liberal-pluralist formulations examined above is based upon a 

"state" which emerQes from an atomistic exchanqe economy. This economy is 

presumed to be the result of many competing interest groups, none of whicr. 

has significant monopoly power to alter relative factor prices in its favor. 

ThuS, the stite as it emerges has no appreciable effect on the original 

distribution of factor income. The government, as an institution of the 

state, intervenes to tax individuals and provide services which result in tne 

redistribution of income. A serious Challenge has been leveled at this view 

of the state by the radical paradigm. This paradigm, often referred to in 

the literature as the "theory of the state" presumes thatqovernmental 

institutions emerge as the result of one dominant interest group with 

significant monopoly power (Jessop, O'Connor, Roemer). 

The theory of state formulation is based upon groups of agents called 

classes rather than individual economic aqents. The most important of these 

classes are the dominant capitalist class or bourgeoisie, the working class 

or labor, and the petit bourgeoisie. The formulation is cast in a monopoly 

setting with the dominant class exercising economic power. The dominant 

class or owners of capital make use of their monopoly power to contro1 or 

direct the resources of the state. The government, as an institution of the 

state, attaches primary importance to two functions: (I) the accumulation of 

capital and (2) the legitimation of state activities on behalf of 

capitalists. The dominant classes, via the government, transfers wealth to 

itself through a number of institutional responses. Such responses result in 

increasing shares of wealth and income accruing to the dominant class 

relative to other classes. Over . time, intervention of the state in the 
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process of thE accumulatior; o· capita~ becomes increasinqly important to the 

dominan: classes. 

ThE increasing concentration of wealtn results in a continually 

increasing inequality in the distribution of income over time. As the 

onservec distribution Of income becomes very unequal, the nondominant classes 

(thE working class, the unemployed, impoverished farmers, etc.) threaten to 

rem8VE their support of the state and, hence, delegitimize the government. 

In the face of extreme social discontent, extreme ODPosition to the state and 

the thr€2~ of possible revolution, the government is presumed to respond b)' 

provicinq a range of social services and income supplements. 

The theory of the state formulation predicts an initial increase in 

income ineouality, the continuinq increase in suCh ineaualities as the result 

of the accumulation of capital, and the expansion of governmental 

expenditures (services and transfers) necessarX to buy off the social 

discontent of nondominant classes. These results lead to testable hypotheses 

suggesting that economic ineauality among individuals will be maintainec or 

possibly increased over long periods of time. The protection of the economic 

Share of output for the dominant class in the context of this formulation 

leads to a number of testable hypotheses. First, the tax-transfer system 

will not alter the ordinal ranking of individuals even though it may tax 

differentiably those with different incomes. Second~ the members of the 

dominant class in pursuit of the accumulation of capital will seek a set of 

taxes and transfers which at least maintain after-tax relative economic 

position. Third, the dominant class, in seeking to forestall social unrest 

and worker bitterness, will be prepared to support transfers to thE poor and 

taxes on owners of capital as well as on workers. In the latter connection, 

the owners of capital will prefer taxes which appear to fall on capital or 

business but can be shifted to consumers or workers such as indirect sales 

taxes, corporation income taxes, and personal income taxes with, of course, 

scope for loopholes on capital income. Moreover, within the class model of 

domination by those with economic power, there will be no fundamental reforms 

of the economic system that impinqe upon the concentration of wealth or the 

mode of production. Finally, a crucial element of the theory of state 

re 1 ates to the necessary expans ion of the government sector in order to 

sustain the accumulation of capital and the legitimation of the state.
4 
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There are a number of problems and internal inconsistencies in the theOry 

of state formulation. First, there seems to be a steadfast refusal to define 

rigorously the dominant class and its formation and maintenance as an 

effective coalition. Second, the nature of monopoly power embedded in this 

formulation can be seriously Questioned. Product demand is ignored; the 

monopoly sector is presuFTled to be be "sealed off from market forces." For 

example, all increases. in wages can and will be passed on in higher prices 

without alterinq the Quantity of final product demanded. Similarly~ 

organized labor is able to achieve any desired increase in wages. A11 

productivity qains in the monopoly sector may be bargained away by organizej 

labor. But unless consumers have infinitely inelastic demand for ali 

monODoly products. market demand wi 11 be affected as wages and prices ar€: 

increased. The implications of SUCh shifts in demand are not aCCounted for 

by this formulation. 

The formulation is also particularly deficient in its treatment of 10c2' 

and state government s wh i cn are simply treated as extens ions of centrel 

governments, and they deal only with peripheral issues. Last. it is possible 

that the asymmetrical knowledge assumption of these formulations is their 

weakest link. In general. they presume superior knowledge or · "class 

consciousness" of the dominant class. This class knows its own bes! 

interest. The dominant class uses nationalism as a tool to further their 

interests over those of the working classes with the latter groups being 

swayed by SUCh concerns. The dominant class is presumed to be able to 

indoctrinate others with the ethos of private aCQuisit iveness whereas the 

working class has not been able to persuade others of the value of collective 

action and sharing. The dominant class knows the incidence of taxes whereas 

the working classes do not; thus. the latter end up bearing more tax 

burdens. Moreover. the working classes never learn. The working classes who 

struqqle with monopoly capitalists to keep their real wages increasing. i.e., 

organized labor. fail to learn that their government is reducing their real 

income in order to "buy off" social discontent elsewhere. i.e., among the 

unorganized labor population. 

2. 3 Theor~ of Ec:onomiC! ReguZatior ; 

The two principal architects· of the theory of economic regulat ion are 

G. Stigler and S. Peltzman. The latter has formalized Stigler's pioneerinq 



work extending and generalizinq a number of his imp~rtant results. Tne focus 

of this theory is not on political power relationsnips: instead, Such power 

relationShips playa role analogous to tastes in consumer choice theory. In 

other words, the framework concentrates on the behavioral effects of changes 

in constraints under a regime of stable power relationships. In this 

settinq, the regulator desires to maximize the "majority" defined by the 

number of potential voters in the- beneficiary group times the proba~ili,t.Y 

that a beneficiary will grant support less the number of potential voters ir. 

oppos i nq groups times the probab i 1 ity that those wno are "taxed" will oppose-. 

r 
The prObability of support from the beneficiary group is specified to be 

a function of per capita net benefit. This per capita net benefit measure 

includes dollars spent by beneficiaries in campaign funds, lobbyinq, anc the 

like to mitiqate opposition and the cost of organizinq direct SUDD:)rt of 

beneficiaries. A total dollar transfer to the beneficiary group is generate: 

by a tax at a fixed rate t on the wealth of each member outside the benefitec 

qroup. Hence, the choice facinq the requlator involves the amount that he

asks the be~ef;ciary qroup to spend in campaigns, lobbyinq, etc., to mitiqat~ 

opposition as ~ell as the amount that he bids for a total dollar transfer . to 

the beneficiary group. In the political market, the beneficiaries "bid" the 

former amount and "ask" the latter amount. As a simplification, PeltzlTia~ 

assumes that the regul ator chooses both the support amount and the transfer 

amount. 

Peltzman specifies a number of reasonable assumptions including 

(a) opposition is enhanced by increasing tax rates and mitigated by voter per 

capita educational expenditures; (b) the probability of the members of the 

benef ic i ary group members grant ing support is subject to decreas i ng returns 

with respect to per capita net transfers; (c) the probability of opposition 

exhibits similar properties with respect to per capita educational 

expenditures; and (d) there are assumed to be increasing political costs to 

taxation. The most critical assumption imposed by Peltzman is that the 

wealth of each member of the potential opposinq group is a decreasinq 

function of the transfer tax. This assumption rules out a "pure" transfer, 

i.e., one which has no al10cative effects. S The general proposition that 

wealth is not totally inelastic with respect to taxes has important 

implications for the evaluation of the whole ranqe of qovernment 

redistributive policies. 



The regulator is presumed to deterffiine the size of the group to benefit, 

the am:lUnt asked from the beneficiary group to mitigate opposition, and the 

amount transfered to the beneficiary group. Frorr, the optirr,izing conditions 

for ea~h of these choice variables, Peltzman is able to demonstrate that the 

ratio of the beneficiary group to the total population is less than unity. 

This result is hardly surprising since net gains to regulation are ruled 

out. Hen:e. tne politica1 wealtn maxiffiizer must benefit only a subset of th~ 

population; and under certain conditions, that subset will indeed be sma'1. 

This framework demonstrates clearly that losers (namely, the memb~rs of 

the oooosi"g qroup) must be taxed less than the interest of the winners WOJlc 

dictate. In other words, a revenue-maximizing tax is not optimal from tne 

standpoint of the regulator. Instead, the regulator must seek to balance the 

marginal political return from a transfer with the marginal political cost of 

the assoc i ated tax. Th is log i c can a 1 so be emp 1 oyed to Show that th~ 

rationel regulator will exploit differences within a grouo that, ta ken as 2 

1 . . 1 6 who e, elther Wlns Or oses. 

The reguJator's Choice problerr, is not limited to selectinq the size of 

. tne interest group to benefit or tax but includes the selection of a~ 

appropriate structure of benefits and costs. To be specific, suppose the 

opposition group can be decomposed in terms of their respective per capita 

wealtn, their responsiveness of their wealth to taxes, or in their voting 

sensitivity to taxes. In this event, if among the opposers one group has 

sufficiently large per capita demand and sufficiently low demand elasticity 

in tax responsiveness relative to the other decomposed group, the latter 

group may become part of the "winners,1I i.e., receive a subsidized price. 

Hence, the regulator's constituency cannot in general be limited to one 

economic interest. 

To generate a number of testable hypotheses, Peltzman investiqates the 

politics of price-entry requlation. In this setting, the politician's 

objective function is to maximize, once again, his majority where the 

arguments of this criterion function are the wealth of various interest 

groups. Peltzman presumes a zero sum game, i.e., one group'S wealtn can bf 

increased only by decreasing another's. Hence, market failures are exclude.:" 

from consideration. This simple framework allows Peltzman to derive sever. 

testable hypotheses. 



its qen~rc1 eaLJilibriurT, representation has been investigated by BrOCk and 

Maqee (1978 and 1979). It admits both economic and political markets and a 

process for resolvino conflictinq qoals. In economic markets, the desired 

quantities traded by buyers and sellers are equilibrated by the price 

mechanism, wh~1~ in political markets the levels of powers exercised by 

co"'flictinQ qrOUrS are bclancec throuqh adjustments in the stock of social 

claims. Political marKets are presumed to be in equilibrium whenever stoCk 

c'+ leQ3l instrume"ts and a flow of political rewards adjust to the point 

wne"e neither politicians nor the supporters or opposers wiSh to alter anv 

variable which affects the form or Shape of governmental interventio~. 

POwer, in contrast to the economic regulation paradiqm, is not swept under 

the rug; but instead, its formation and effectiveness assume a central role. 

Rents are presumed to exist in botn economic and political markets which may 

or may not be socially approved. Throuqh the interaction among economic an~ 

political marKets, participants in one market can create rents in another 

market. In essence, economic groups compete in political markets over the 

distribution of income throuqh "pork barrel" policies such as tariffs, 

subsidies, bureaucratic practices, judicial processes, regulation, and the 

like.-- In Zusman, a cooperative game formulation is advanced as an analytical 

framew:)rk, whi le in Brock and Maqee (1978) a noncooperative game theory 

framework is employee to analyze the interaction of political and economic 

markets. 

The general model of Brock and Magee, for example, assumes an economy 

consisting of individual aqents, politicians, finns, and goods which are 

produced and either consumed or used as inputs. The demand and supply 

functions are computed in the usual Arrow-Oebreu-McKenzie setting with 

consumers maximizing utility and producers maximizing profits. In this 

framework governmental intervention leads to losers who would be willing to 

pay up to a certain amount to prevent the intervention, while gainers would 

be willing to offer up to a certain amount in order to secure the 

intervent ion where each of these two amounts are defined as vari at ions in 

income required to make individuals indifferent between two political 

eau i 1 i br i a. These equ il i br i a might refer to the case of no governmenta 1 

intervention and governmental intervention or simply a change in governmental 

intervention. Obviously, in a world in which is it costless to organize, 

information is perfect, no market failures exist, etc., the amount offered by 

losers to oppose would always exceed the amounts offered by gainers. 

However, once we recognize that political functions (relating political 



First, requlation will tenc tc be more heavily weighted toward "producer 

protection" in depressions and tOward "consumer protection" in expansions. 

Second, qovernmental intervention and regulation are both normal goods. This 

imp~ies that the income elasticity for producer protection ouqht to be less 

than that of consumer protection. As Peltzman notes, this follows from the 

neqative wealth effect of demand growth on regulated equilibrium prices. 

Third, the tendency of requlation to change prices infrequently, i.e., thE 

"regulatory lag" should be stronger for demand Changes than for cost 

changes. This result obtains due to oppOSing wealth and substitution effects 

whiCh occurs for demanc Shifts but not for cost changes. Fourth, in a 

growing technologically progressive industry, producer protection ought to 

yield to consumer protection over time. Fifth, in a regulated industry, 

there should be a negative correlation between prices and profitability. In 

other words, an increase in profits, whether its source is due to increasec 

demand or lower costs, generates an incentive for the regulator to move 

towa~d a com~ination involvinq higher profits and lower prices. Sixth, 

elastic demand in economies of scale creates biases favorable to consumers 

simply because these features enhance the amount of consumer surplus qainec 

while mitigat,ing the producer surplus lost due to requlated price 

reductions. Seventh, requlation should reduce conventional measures of owner 

risk by, in effect, buffering firms against unexpected demand and cost 

chanqes. In other words, in the context of finance, regulation should reduce 

systematic as well as diversifiable riSk. 

While the economic theory of regulation does yield a set of hypotheses 

for empirical testing, its focus on legislative behavior makes it applicable 

only for restricted components of the policy-settinq .process. In this 

context, its implicit assumption that electability rides on each vote is 

rather disturbing. Clearly, voters are forced to choose between candidates 

who present a set of past voting decisions many of which necessarily 

represent trade-offs in overall electability. Empirically, the theory of 

requlation lends itself to hypothesis testing via Qualitative choice models, 

as the emphasis on probability of passaqe of a bill obviously implies. 

Empirical analysis along these lines has been conducted by Camm and is 

discussed at greater length in Section 3.2. 

2.4. Rent-Seeking Intel'est Gl'OUpS and Conflict ResoZutio1; 

This paradigm was partially characterized by Ann Krueger in 1974. the 

framework advanced by Zusman (see Section 3) emanates from this paradigm, and 



c~rt""i~Jtiors to politically determinec incom~ cnanqesl vary considerat,ly 

across individuals ant qroups, the edste"ce of redistributive technioues 

eme!"'Q'=. Wha~ is required to move frOIT, onE- polnica l eauilibria to another is 

that thE potential qainers be more efficacious in their generation o~ 

p~litical investments than potential losers. 

Brock a"d Magee emplc) a noncooperative game theory frameworK wi!" 

politicians acting as Stackelberq leaders. In their analysis, tariffs arE

~seC throuqhout as the exemplary redistributive policy. Three types of 

industry loooies are investigated--the concentrated industry, the regulate: 

industry, and the self-policed industry. In a two-politician and a two-10b~i 

game, opposing lobbies with perfect information leads to the protectionist 

lob:} cor.tributinc; only to thE- hiqh tariff politician. A rationa1 sinqlE 

lob~y will contribute to both politicians only with im~e"fect information an: 

I. ina: cur atE" ex p e c tat ion s fun c t i 0 r. S • 

l~Dolit)cal markets, the Brock and Maqee formulation results in 

,competinq politicians each attemptinq to maximize their proDabilities of 

.election. These probabilities are functions of campaiqn contributions frOIT. 

lobbies and the politicians' tariff positions. The political market 

equilibria that are obtained from this formulation, regardless of whetner 

information is perfect or imperfect, have the. following properties: (a) at 

any eauilibrium point, the reaction function of one politician is always 

positively sloped while that of another is negatively sloped (he counteracts 

his political opponent); (b) inconsistent politicians make large Changes in 

their tariff positions for a given change by their opponent whicn results in 

unstable political markets; (c) wide differences amonq consistent politicians 

in terms of their respective campaiqn contribution responses to tariff 

changes lead to stable political market equilibria; (d) increased political 

power by a tariff lObby always causes one politician to increase while the 

other politician decreases his tariff position; (e) the average tariff 

position of two politicians may either rise or fall with increased power by 

the tariff lobby; and (f) increased lobbying power will augment the range 

between the tariff pOSitions of two politicians when the high tariff 

politician increases his position and vice versa when the high tariff 

politician decreases his position. EaCh of these results have direct 

implications for testable hypotheses, in particular, results (d) and (e). 



Conceptually, the BrOCk-Magee model represents a refinement of the 
Stigler-Peltzman framework. As SUCh, it shares the focus on the legislative 

process. The game theory framework is more flexible than the 

Stigler-Peltzman formulation, however, so that many of the difficulties 

raised by the economic regulation formulation can be avoided. 

Emp i rica 1 work based on the rent-seek i ng i nteres t group formu 1 at ion is 

reviewed at greater length in Section 3, along with more detailed discussion 

of several specific models that have been proposed. These models are 

applicable to all phases of the policy formation process in contrast to the 

precedinq f.ormulations. They are also able to distinguiSh between interest 

groups in a fairly refined way, increasing their flexibility. 

3. Em;:'r~c:::.Z AppI'oaches 

In empiricizing governmental behavior, we must first determine whetner 

our focus is the election process, the legislative choice process, tne 

bureaucratic choice process, or some combination. The Stigler-Peltzma~ 

framework, for example, concentrates on the first process; the 

liberal-pluralist frameworks concentrate on the second with some reference to 
"" 

the first; "the Brock-Maqee framework concentrates on the first and third, 

while the theory of the state framework attempts to concentrate on all 

three. 

Few of the theoretical formulations surveyed have been investigated 

empirically for the case of government intervention in agriculture and food 

systems. The notion of interest qroups put forward in these formulations is 

especially important for conceptual izinq food and agricultural pol icy and 

must be maintained in any analysis. Not all of the elements of these 

formulations, however, can be considered as relevant to agricultural policy 

as the notion of interest groups. In this agricultural policy setting, 

frameworks revolving around electability will usually prove too general to be 

of much use. Agricultural interests are too particular to affect the 

elections of all politicians, certainly, and are probably insufficient to 

make most electoral frameworks coherent with respect to agricultural policy. 

Electability, as noted above, depends more on overall record than on any 

single vote. Since voting records come into being as the result of a complex 

set of very particular dealings, it is unlikely that they can be linked to 

group interests in any stable, straightforward faShion; for an area of policy 

like food and agriculture, this is certainly the case. 



Moreover, agricultura~ policy is not hiqhly volatile in the sense of 

changinq its basic orientation and transmission mechanisms often or rapidly. 

Controversy instead centers principally on Questions of enforcement or 

implementation of existing orientations, generally via traditiona; 

mechanisms. As a result, the following discussion will concern itself with 

bureaucratic behavior. Its goal will be to explain the selection of 

alternative levels of given policy instruments (policy implementation) rath~~ 

tnan the Choice of available instruments from the universe of all possiD~~ 

instruments (policy setting). In the bureaucratic process, we are concernec 

with hO..- the stated goals are aChieved rather than how stated goals are 

chose!'; frOIT. the set of all poss i b 1 e goa 1 s. 1 n thi s context agr i cu 1 tura 1 anc: 

food policy may be considered a separable part of overall policy as well 

which simplifies the analysis to a great extent. 

For given legislation, actual policy instrument choices will be view~c as 

the outcome of some bargaining process between . governmenta~ policymak.ers cr 

bureaucrats and the interest groups affected by particular decisions. The 

economic rationale underlying this process is that governmental po~icy 

generates rents through its ability to enforce market regulations. In this 

sense an empirically useful conceptual framework will involve elements of the 

tneOry of the state, the theory of economic regulation, anc, most 

particularly. what we have characterized as the theory of rent-seekinq 

interest groups and conflict resolution. The means used by all groups and 

their attempt to appropriate these rents are some of the major determinants 

of the final policy choice. We posit that the underlying political process 

leads government decision-makers to some form of rational behavior. The 

criterion function governing SUCh rational behavior summarizes the preference 

structures of various interest groups as well as governmental 

decision-makers. Given the appropriate specification, the criterion function 

and actual behavior rules should reflect the relative weighting of group 

interests implicit in making any particular policy decision. 

Empirical analysis, given the above conceptual baCkground, can proceed by 

directly estimating policy instrument behavioral eQuations or by estimatinQ 

the governing policy preference or criterion functions. From the latter, 

given the appropriate constraint structure, policy instrument or choice 

equations can be derived. In our treatment of empirical approaches, we 

distinguish between (1) the specification and estimation of policy criterion 



'f~~c:i o ~5 anc (2) the specification and estimation of policy instrume~t 

Re:= ... .::~ss of whether we attempt to empiricize the governing criterion 

+Jnc: i or o~ the actual behavioral rules, a clear specification of th~ 

Ur :7<:- ; "'C re n:-seeking barqaininq game is required. Given the possibility 

C''' cn ~ "'::J-:::: 1" lea~slatior; or in elected ooliticians, there is no reasor wh, 

ei:ne r tn,= criterion function or the behavioral rules should remain stablE-. 

~ o "'e ~ ~~r. sin:e interest groups and qovernmental bureaucrats may have 

c"+~~"'~"': objectives, both the criterio~ function and behavioral rule 

a~::"'c.=:"es must incorporate multiple objectives. Such objectives not only 

ciff~r bljt are often in direct conflict. A major concern of any positive 

policy analysis is thus to specify these trade-offs properly. For many 

a:::"' " :'.;H~"~ a~: fooe public agencies, for example, suCh objectives include 

tn~ in:affi~ of farmers, consumer welfare, the distribution of incom~, 

SE'f-s ~; +.ficie"'cv in production, price stability, the balance of payments, the 

leve: '2+ p;,;Jlic exoenditure, the stabilization of supply flows, and tn~ 

liK:. Clearl)', choices involving such objectives imply trade-ofts. It is a 

tas..: c~ a r , emDirically tractable conceptual framework to capture hOw SUCh 

traa~-~.ffs ~~e · madE. 

Ir tnE context of multiple objectives representing various interest 

arOU DS and qovernmental bureaucrats, the issue of noncomparability of various 

objectives naturally arises. It is our view that arguments as to the 

noncomparability of various objectives miss the point; that the choices 

actu311y made do imply that trade-ofts-and thus comparisons--are made. As 

Steiner (p. 31) has noted: 

If objectives were qenuinely multidimensional and not ilTlT1ediately 
comparable, some solution to the weighting problem is implicit in any 
choice and that solution reflects someone's value Judgment. Put 
formally, we now accept in principle that the choice of weights is 
itself an important dimension of the public interest. This choice is 
sometimes treated as a prior decision which controls public 
exoenditure decisions (or at least Should) and sometimes as a 
concurrent or joint decision--as an inseparable part of the process 
of chOice. 

Ultimately, the purpose of endogenous governmental policy analysis must be to 

make explicit the weightings used in different policy decisions so that the 

logic of alternative policy instrument is brought to light. 
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. Another important reauirement for an empirically useful conceptuc~ 

formulatio'1 is that uncertainty be incorporat~c in a reasonable fashion for 

botn the criterion function and th~ behavioral eauation approaches. Few, if 

any, people believe that the world is characterized by perfect certainty a~d 

foresight; yet, certainty models are common in the profession. Moreover, ' 

uncertainty is often built into mod~ls in an extremely a3 h::.<~ fashion; for 

ex amp 1 e, as an error terrr. tackeC on ' to the end of an eauat i on. A great!": .. 

degree of authenticity is desirable. 

Uncertainty enters into the process of policy formation in several ways. 

First, the siqnals to the policymaking body are often noisy. Politics is 

well known for its rnetoric and posturing in the publ ic arena-

characteristics which carryover into more private places as well. Second, 

the government's ability to manipulate its chOsen set of policy ;nstrumer'ts 

is often uncertain. Third, the effects of these policy instruments on their 

intended targets are ofter subject to uncertainty. The notion of "fin~ 

tuninq" is assuredly somewhat of an overstatement. As a finalconsideratio", 

qeneral knowledge of the economy is by no means perfect, so that th~ 

inferences various agents may draw about the actual nature of econo~ic 

problems are not necessarily accurate. The noisy information flow betwee:'"' 

agents and the economy also introduces stochastic considerations into th'.: 

process of policy formation. 

It is probably the case that no single model can account for all these 

different kinds of uncertainty. It is also probably the case that some 

effects are important in particular problems while others are negligible. 

The criterion function or behavioral equation approaches only need to 

incorporate those whiCh do seem to have important effects and to do so in a 

way which parallels the way the uncertainty actually enters the problem. 

3.1 Criterion Fun~tior. Approa~hes 

Armed with above observations, we now move to a survey of the current 

literature on the specification and estimation of criterion functions for 

policy formation. The advances that have been made in this line of inauiry 

are noted and evaluated. Various approaches that are of some value will be 

examined, regardless of whether their focus is normative or positive. For 

example, we find that the multiple objective and uncertainty features of 



:- "~c?:~"'i)l ; ~C uti1i~y analYsis ar~ indeed valuable in positivE poliCY 

ero',s's, ,::v cr t'1'1I;O", thlS particular approach is basically normativE. Once 

C" ,r Ev:- ~ ?:i :-. r lS completed, we offer a svnthesis of the various criterior, 

- ,.r-- · -r 2~~~~~ches and some possible fruitful extensions for future work . 

.•.. ':: . - • ~ ~.~ "!-. ~ : :'t ~ ~ [ ' .. - ,._. 
. I. . . .. "' ,;." Keeny and Raiffa's 

1T, . ':~=::"i:.. , > u:~lity an2lysis W2S soecifically advanced as a meth,)c Of 

f~"'"~' ,~~"~ traG~-offs between oDjectives under uncertainty. Takinq tn~ 

e)is:i"'~ Dref'erence structure of the decision-make r as given, they proceed t o 

e~2~:rt:~ a metnod Oy which tnis structure can be made explicit. Their work 

is ~as~: o~ tne Von Neumann-Morqenstern expected utility tneory and involves 

tn~ :J~str~:tio~ of a criterion function (which they terffi the multiattribute 

uti~ity function'. The key concerns of the procedure are the measurement of 

!"~ ::~~:: i ~e~ a~~ the explicatio~ of trade-offs between objectives. 

7"~ co ... str~::ior of tn~ m~~tiattri~ute utility function involves a num:e" 

cJ' st€c·s. 2~~ 0" w~icn are based on data qeneratec from interviews of the 

r~l~;~r: de:isio~-ma~er_ The first step is the identification of the 

rele ~~r: o~iectives and the definition of some performance measures or 
"", t . 

2:t ... ~: ~: ~e; w"~cn serve 2S indicators of these objectives. Both objectives 

a~c c;:~ri~v:es shOuld come from the decision-maker and reflect his or her 

aeb::' v::1~e judarnents. Keeny and Raiffa stress that there are no "correct" 

p"'eferences; ratner ~ the purpose is to clarify what exists and what exists is 

viewed by definition as operational. 

To simplify the assessment among multiple objectives or attributes, the 

mathematical form of the criterion function must be specified. Here tne 

determination of independence relationShips among members of the set of 

attributes is crucial; without suCh relationShips, the analysis could become 

hOpelessly complex or c.3. hoc. The most important concepts in this 

determination are those of preferential independence and utility 

independence. Preferential independence of an attribute is defined by 

preference orderinqs (or conditional indifference curves) of conseouences 

which depend only on chanqes in that attribute and do not depend on the 

levels at which all other members of the set of attributes are fixed. 

Preferential independence deals with certain levels of the attribute; utility 

independence, on the other hand~ deals with uncertainty. Utility 

independence of an attribute is defined by conditional preference ordering of 



· . 
lolteries which depend only on changes in the attribute and do not depen~ o~ 

the levels at which all other members of the set of attributes are fixed. 

To illustrate the property of preferential independence more concretely', 
consider a policymake r who has three objectives: producer welfare, consumer 

welfare, and food sufficiency. If the policymaker always prefers an outcom~ 

in which the leve1 of producers' welfare is hiqh and the level of consume~s' 

welfare is low to an outcome in which consumers' welfare is high anc 

producers' welfare is low, regardless of the level of food sufficiency, the 

objective or attribute set, producers' welfare and consumers' welfare, is 

preferentially independent of food sufficiency. If, however, the policymaker 

prefers high producers' welfare and low consumers' welfare when the level of 

food sufficiency is high and high consumers' welfare and low producers' 

welfare when the level of food sufficiency is low, then the set of objectiv=s 

or attributes is not preferentially independent. Hence, when the level of a 

third attribute does not influence .the preference betwee~ combinations of tne 

other two attributes, the latter two attributes are preferentially 
independent of the third. 

For the property of utility independence, suppose a policymaker is faced 

with two possible outcomes, each with a 50 percent chance of occurrence. Tne 

first is a state of favorable weather conditions which implies total food 

sufficiency, while the second outcome is unfavorable weather conditions with . 

a food sufficiency of only 70 percent. In this environment, suppose a large 

insurance company offers to purchase all available Quantities of the 

commodity in Question and to guarantee a food sufficiency level of 

80 percent. If the pol icymaker prefers the offer of the insurance company, 

regardless of producers' welfare, then food sufficiency and prodJcers' 

we 1 fare are ut il ity independent. However, if the pol i cymaker prefers the 

offer only when the level of producers' welfare is low and the uncertain 

environment when the level of producers' welfare is high, then clearly the 

two attributes are not utility independent. Hence, when the risk the 

po1icymaker is prepared to assume with respect to uncertainty in one 

attribute does not depend on the level of another attribute, then the first 

attribute is utility independent of the second. 

For a concrete example of additive independence, suppose the po1icymaker 

is faced with two alternatives. For the first alternative, there is a 



5~ percent chance that prOducers' welfare and consumers' welfare will b:: 

high; and there is similarly a 50 percent chance that both will be low. For 

the secone a 1 tern at i ve, there is a 50 percent chance that the producers' 

welfare wo~ld be hiqn but consumers' welfare low and a 50 percent chance that 

consumers' welfare will be hiqn and producers' welfare low. If tn:: 

pol;cymaker is indifferent between these two policies, then there is additiv:: 

independence betweer producers' and consumers' welfare. If, however, tn:: 

policymake r is risk averse and wants to avoid two unfavorable outcomes, he 

would select the second alternative; and the two attributes are not additiv:: 

independent. 

The usefulness of these concepts is that they both imply a form for the 

multiattribute utility function and vastly simplify the assessment of 

conditional utility functions over each attribute. For example, if we hav,: 

three attributes where one is utility independent of its complement anc th= 

other two are preferentially independent of theirs, then the mu1tiattribu:~ 

utility function has the multiplicative form: 

N 
k u(y) + 1 = n rkk. u.(y.) + 1J . 1 1 , , 

where k, ki are constants 

function of the th attribute. 

multilinear form 

N 
u(x) = r 

1= 

and u.(x.) is the conditional utility , 1 

Mutual utility independence implies the 

N N 
r r 

a=l 
ka ua(Ya) + 

a=l b=l 
kab ka kbUa (Ya) Ub(Yb) + ••• 

(2) 

N N 
+ r r k k kn ua(Ya) ••• un(Yn) . 

a=1 n=1 
a •.• n a 

If the preferences over lotteries on all attributes depend only on th~ir 

marginal probabilities and not on their joint distribution, then we have 

additive independence and the multiattribute utility function assumes the 

additive form: 
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Tnis is clearly a very strong statE' of independence since it implies nc 

interactior Det~ef~ attributes. 

Relations of independence between attributes are determined by comparinc 

the decision-maker's cnoices of conseauences or lotteries on one attribut~ 

over a range of values of its complement. If these choices do not chanqe as 

tne complement does, independence is established. 

Findinq relations of indeoende"lce betweel"l attributes is of qreat 

importance to the process of determininq th? cond;tiona~ utility functions o~ 

eaCh attribute. If no independel1ce relation holdS, then the conditiorc' 

utility function is multidimensional anc its assessment becomes far mo"e 

complex. Keeney and Raiffa discuss a number of tecnniaues for tne latter 

case:. The ~ma";n thrust is to find wavs to reduce the dimensional. ity of tne 

conditional utility function by considering nierarchies of preferences, by 

redefining the attributes to aChieve utility independence, or by otner 

methods. 

If an attribute is utility independent, then its conditional utility 

function is unidimensional; that is, it has only the sinqle attribute as an 

argument. The following procedure can then be used to determine this 

function. First, the best and worst values of each attribute need to be 

ascertained. This is accomplished by auestioning the decision-maker and 

narrowing down the range of possible values to include only those which are 

relevant. Next, the aualitative characteristics of the utility 

function-monotonicity, risk aversion, increasing or decreasing riSk 

aversion, etc., are found by examining the decision-maker's preferences 

between a qiven certain outcome and a lottery with equal expected value. 

When the size of the outcome is made to vary over the relevant ranqe, the 

answers allow the analyst to ascertain the convexity or concavity of the 

utility function over certain regions. The size of the risk premium over the 

relevant range allows the analyst to determine increases or decreases in ris~ 

aversion. 



~& an attribLjte is not utility independent, then this process must be 

repeate.:: for ranges of values of the other relevant attributes since the 

cOl"lditionC!l utility function depends on the level of the other attributes. 

In any event, on:etne conditional utility functions have been assessed, the 

final step is to evaluate the scaling constants. These are Chosen to scale 

the muHiattribt.;te utility function to the zero-one interval. If utility 

independen:e holdS for a~l attributes, for example, the mu'tiattrib ~ te 

uti~ity fun:tior. has the multiplicativE' forrr.. Keeney and Raiffa use tne 

norrr.a l iu: iors: 

u . (l) = 0: u · ( v~: = 1 1 . , 1 - , 

(4C~ k i = u (v~ , . 1 ~) y . 
. 1 where f 1 

is the complement of y . , 

anc 

N 
(ad ) 1 + k = . TI k . u . (y.). 

i=l 
, 1 1 

The additive utility function is normalized using only the first three of 

these conditions. Obviously, other forms have other normalizations. 

Overall, this approach is highly appealing for normative work in policy 

analysis. The framework is able to represent preference structures in a 

reasonably qeneral, nonrestrictive faShion which remain nonetheless Quite 

tractable. Uncertainty is incorporated in a theoretically appealing 

faShion. As the work of Keeney and Raiffa clearly demonstrates, the approach 

is well suited for the task for which it is was desiqned--making explicit 

existing preference structures of decision-makers as an aid to more rational 

treatment of trade-offs between ojectives. 

Not surprisingly, the approach is less well suited to positive analysis. 

The key consideration here is the need to specify how policymakers' 

preferences arise and evolve. Tne interview techniQues used by Keeney and 



Dc'·f c 2~~ ~. n0 use in tnis regard since we can assuredly expect no truthfu~ 

revelati0~ Of the wClrkinqs of rent-seeking politics. On the contrary, we 

w~u' : expe:t mainly proclamations reqarding the public interest coupled with 

attem~:s to kee~ hidden any collusion with particular interest groups in 

s~cle:\. More important, the form of the multiattribute utility function for 

=': t'J: th: sim~'1est of cases makes it difficult to expand the framework to 

i~:~~:~ structure pertaining to the underlyinq political process. Tn~ 

u~ivaria!e utility functions allow no trade-offs between attributes; the 

scalinc constants are simply normalizers which cannot take on additiona' 

me=~in:. As a result, the approach has only limited usefulness for positive 
W0~, in D~licy analysis. 

In Rausser anc 

~ree:=~nl , a positive analysis is conducted in whiCh public decision makinq 

is tre2':e: as a barqaininq process between a finite number of centralizec 

pu~~ic de:lsion-ma~ing groups and/or individuals. The disaqgregated model of 

PJ:1i: decision-lT,aKing implicit in the social choice models discussed by 

Arro~ an~ otners is rejected. The preference structure entering · this 

centra~ · ized framework contains the value scale of the policymaking qroup 

. wn~:h has the actual authority along with the pressure or interest groups 

wni:n dire:tly influence policy selections. It is not concerned with 

in:;"iduc: utilities, as is the general Berqson welfare function, but with 

measura~le Quantities. It exists and manifests itself ;n observable economic 

actions. MUCh lik.e the consumer preference function, it may be revealed by 

policy actions and hence is "observable." They define this function as a 

policy preference function. 

Due to the importance of the bargaining process in the political decision 

arena, Rausser and Freebairn suggest the construction of a set of policy 

preference functions rather than a unique function. These functions reflect · 

the extreme viewpoints and preferences of different central decision-mak.ers 

actively involved in the bargaining process as well as preference sets lying 

between these extremes. One of the purposes of their analysis is to generate 

information that might contribute to the efficiency of the bargaining process 

in reachinq a consensus. They suggest that this purpose can be accompliShed 

by deriving the rational policy outcomes for different preference structures. 

The more positive aspect of the Rausser-Freebairn analysis is the use of 

the revealed preference approach to determine weights associated with various 



performance measures or objectives. Tney empirically investigate U. S. bee· 

import Quotas in an attempt to ascertain the weiqhtinqs of consumers' anc; 

producers' welfare implicit in past governmental policy decisions. The 

method they employ is to assume that a given policy represents an eauilibriu~ 

maxirr,ization of the policymaker's criterion function. The arguments or 

performance me2sures of the criterion function, alonq with the mathematical 

forrT: of tn~ criterion function, are taken as given. This, alonq with an 

empirically estimated econometric model of the U. S. livestOCK sector, allows 

R2usser and Freebairn to infer the weights appearing in the criterion 

fun.:tion via the revealed preference approach. Th;s approaCh reauires, 0" 

course, that the public decision-maKing process be rational and consistent. 

The arguments or performance measures y. of the policy preference 
1 

function are the negative of consumer expenditure, cow-calf operator incom~, 

and feedlot operator income. Each objective is constructed as a weiQht~: 

average of severa 1 factors. The pol icy instrument, the 1 eve 1 of the bee"" 

import Quota, is included as an arqument in the criterion function. ThE 

criterion function itself is specified as Quadratic. 

As noted above, Rausser and Freebairn employ revealed preference to 

capture the estimated parameters. For objective or performance measure 

Yit' the marginal policy preference relation is 

(5) 

" " where the objectives Yit are observable and the coefficients {kit, Kit} 

can be constructed by revealed preference. It is then a simple matter to 

derive the marginal rate of substitution W /W • This is done for 
Yit Y·t . 

aggregate producer income and the negative of consume~ expendlture. 

Knowledge of the underlying system generating Yit and Yjt allows 

construction of the feasible set over which the policymaker must optimize. 

Rausser and Freebairn use an econometric model of the U. S. livestOCK system; 

since this representation is linear, the outer bound of the feasible region 

is linear. As a result, the marginal rate of transformation between producer 

income and consumer expenditure, given by 



is constant alono this outer bound. Relatinq this marginal rate of 

transforrr,a tior to the policYI'Tlaker's marqina; rate of substitution allow::, a 

deternir.atl~r ",nen policy Sho.;l:; chanqo::. The actual policy decisions arE: 

tne~ use~ to find ar. app rOXirr,2!ion to the point where the marginal rates of 

su~s:itution ane transformation are eaual. 

ThE Rausser-Free~airn procedure is able to generate a reasona~le 

approximation to the relative weightings of different attributes implicit in 

a policy choice. The limitations of their approach are obvious; in 

parti:ular, the drawbaCkS of the Quadratic utility function, especially und~~ 

uncertai"ty, are well known. Moreover, the structure of the barqaining qa~~ 

is 0",;\ irr.~li:;t. A m~re flexible functional specification is certair"~'y 

desirab;e. As witn all revealed preference approaches, the procedure alsc 

rea~ires knowleage of the entire structure of the relevant economic sectors. 

The cum~ersomeness of this reauirement is mitigated in this case by the fact 

that the beef industry can be treated as a separable, blOck recursive 

system. Overall, the necessity of specifying the entire relevant underlyina 

economic structure greatly restricts the applicability of this procedure for 

our purposes. A final consideration is that the Rausser-Freebairn procedure 

generates approximate coefficients for the utility function. If estimation 

of these coefficients is the ' primary focus of the analysis, then 

approximations may serve quite well. If, however, the goal of the estimation 

is to use these estimates to investigate other possible , structure, then 

approximations generated by Rausser and Freebairn do not promise substantial 

results. In sunmary, then it seems unlikely that this approach can be 

qeneralized sufficiently to be of use to examine alternatives to or for that 

matter the current explicit formation of qovernment policy. 

3.1.3 ZusmaYi N-Interest Grouh Revealed Pr€ferences. A revealed 

preference approaCh has also been appl ied by Zusman as well as Zusman and 

Amiad in looking at Israeli sugar and dairy policies, respectively. The 

policy equilibrium is characterized as the outcome of an n-person cooperative 

game, an approach which follows the earlier suggestions of Rothenberq. 

Rather than specifying a criterion function which is maximized solely by 

government, Zusman uses a social power function derived from an underlying 



tooperative game. The concept of eauilibrium employed in this game is 

Harsanyi's generalization of the Nash cooperative game solution to an 

n-Derso~ game. The solution concept implies that the entire cooperative qam~ 

car be broker: do .... r, into two distinct components. The first is a 

noncooperative subqame in which agents bargain to arrive at a division of the 

final pay,:,ff. The div~sion made is determined by the relative strength of 

the ager,ts anc the coalitions they forn, which, in turn, arise out of darr,aq::.

the} can potential1y bring to bear on competing aqents and coalitions. The 

possioilities of relative bargining positions also determine the formation of 

coalitions. Once the division of the final payoff is determined in the first 

subgarr'E, the second cooperative subgame ensues. In this subgame all agents 

jointly strive to maximize the size of the total payoff as this will also 

maximize each agent's and/or coalition's share. At the equilibrium, the 

payoff is divided up according to the results of the first subgame; the 

distributior. process may involve side payments in each phase. The streng:h, 

or power, of each coa)ition then determines its relative Share. 

The above approach is employed by Zusman to investigate the Israeli sugar 

indu_stry a~su~inc: an additive utility function for each interest group 

composed of the government, the Israeli , labor federation (representing 

consumers), and suqar producers. Each of these three groups are assumed to 

have a utility function which is separable in the benefits and costs imposed 

by the sugar subsidy and in the cost of exerting effort to influence the 

level of this subsidy. 

As previously noted, the final equilibrium is found by maximizing the 

size of the total payoff. As Such, it is on a political-economic efficiency 

frontier which can be defined as 

(7) 
n 

max r H. U. (x) 
.01 1 

X 1= 

where U
i

( e) is the ith interest group's utility; x = (xO' xl' ••• , 

X) is the vector of all groups' act ions; and H. are the re 1 at i ve n 1 

weiqhtinqs derived from the prior noncooperative subgame. Under the 

assumptions of additive utility and the optimality of government policy, this 

is eauivalent to: 
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i=O 
H. [U.(xO' - ~':~O)l " ,. 

wnere xo is the observed levE: ~ of policy instrurrlents; The weights, Hi' 

can thus be found by solvinq the noriinea r proqramming problem 

( 91 max v subject to v < u,.(x O' - u'(~r\ 
l ' 0 

xo 
= 1, .. _, n 

and the economic constraint structure. Harsanyi's solution concept tne~ 

defines the criterion function as the political-economic efficient frontier. 

Under Zusman's assumption of additive utility, the saddle point theorelT, cf 

nonl inear programminq can be used to Sho\\' that the weignts, Hi' are th~ 

solution of the dual of the above proqrammina problelT,. Assuminq optilT,clity 

of policy ChOices means that this problem car. be used to solve for the 

weights of the criterion function, giving an estimate of the coefficients of 

. the criterion function for each time period under examination. 

The weiqhts are derived from a prior noncooperative subgame whe re the 

relative strengthS of tne interest groups involved determine the finai 

weightinq. In this framework, each group aims to maximize its total payoff 

at the least necessary cost of exertion of power. Suppose that we can divide 

all agents into two opposing coalitions, Sand S. Then for coalition S, this 

condition translates into 

(10) min S ;S) H. S 
X
S

) ] [ max r H. U.(X , r U j {X , 
xS xS iCS 1 1 J 

jE3" 

where XS, xS are the actions of each coalition and the maximin process is 

constrained by conditions on the division of the payoff within each 

coalition--basically, a condition ensuring survival of the coalition. 

Now suppose that the set of all possible actions consists solely of 

government policy instruments, xo' and the pressures of interest groups 

measured by the cost of exertive power, C·. In this case, still assuming 
1 

additivity, the condition becomes: . 



I 

wher~ 

Q;'C;) f· . 
1 = o· 

1 
a "reward" 

I "I - .. S (C. , ~ i ) , , = 1 1 

-8 . (C.) 6i = 8· a "penalty" 
1 1 1 

is the "strengtn function" of the ith interest group. It can be Sho .... n that 
the "re .... ard" strategy is always chosen in the second subqame wh i 1 e the 
"pena1izing" strategy is always chosen in the first. 

H. , are determinet in the initial subqame. itis clear that 
1 

I . ~ \ 
, l': ; H. = 

1 

Since tne we;qn~s. 

i.e., tne weights measure the marginal influence of each agent due to ar 

additionc~ eXDenditure of influence within each subgame. 

Since the weights, Hi' are estimable using the nonlinear prografll11inc 

approach, the underlying cost of power, Ci , can be inferred once sufficient 

structure is found for the s trenQth funct ions. Zusman assumes that these 

take the form 

a· 
(14 ) 

1 A. > 0, o < 1 Di = A.C. a . < 
1 1 1 1 

b . 
(15 ) 

1 B. > 0, o < 1 8 i -= B.C. b . < 1 1 1 1 

and then that a · 1 
:0: b. 

1 = .5 and B1/Al = 82/A 2 = 2. Using th ese 

admittedl y arbitrary assumptions, he is able to show that the relative cos t 

of . power between groups is the same for both subgames. Trial and error is 

then used until plausible values of all parameters are found. A sim i lar 



pr.o C e d u r e was use din Z u sma nan d Am i ad's i nile S t i qat i 0" 0 f t h ~ I s r a '= ' ~ d = ' r y 

industry. 

Under Zusmar,'s assumption of additive utility, then the weights o~ tn,= 

overan criterion function--which in his formulation define the slop,= at 

points alonQ his political-econorr.ic frontier--measure the marginal pressure 

qenerated by each aqent's exertion of additional power. The weiqntinc o~ 

eaCh attribute included in the criterion function reflects the under~ .v~rtq 

power structure entering the political process. The c;olutiO!'"l of a nOrtlinEa r 

programminq problem yields estimates of these weiqhts, qiven thE stanGa""c 

revealed preference methodology assumption of optimality. Spe~ificatior, c~ 

structure for the strenqth functions. combined with sufficient.: ;!':'::r-: 

information, subsequently allows estimation of the cost of power and the 

parameters of the strength functions themselves. 

Tn~ attra~tiveness of this approaCh Should be obllious as it incorporates 

so many of the elements policy formation theory Should address in an eleqant 

anc intuitively appealinq formulation. Several factors, however. militate 

aqaiTlst th'E ' generalization and, hence, broader usefulness of this 

formalization. First, the framework is a certainty model. It can be 

reformulated with little insiqht to include uncertainty simply by repla:inq 

maximization of utility with maximization of expected utility. SUCh a 

procedure implicitly assumes that all expectations are fulfilled since it is 

only under this condition that the nonlinear progralTlTling procedure can be 

used. Further. introduction of uncertainty under nonadditive utility may 

make the framework untractable due to interactions among stochastic terms. 

Dropping the admittedly strong assumption of additivity leads to further 

problems. Without additivity, the criterion function explicitly includes the 

cost of power as an argument at its equilibrium value; additive utility means 

that only the marginal exertion of power appears, and then only in the form 

of the weights. This cost of power is clearly unobservable and is, in fact. 

difficult to define precisely. Zusman defines it as the subjective valuation 

of the cost of a group's attempt to influence policy. Acceptance to SUCh a 

definition severely limits the use of the concept. Its use as an objective 

category would then imply the stronq rationality assumption that each qrouD'S 

subjective valuations of cost were consistent with the effects of their 

actions. · It seems conceivable on the contrary that agents have no Such 



~r~: : S7 a·~ c~~siste~t notion of tne effects of any actions they may 

u"-':"-:::',::. ~lJr-t"ermore. under this definition, it is assuredly the case that 

s ,.:- ;. . "~ a"'~ not comparable across interest groups; yet, the interestinq 

c .' '= ~ : ; ~ ,- ~ i! r -= thO S ~ w h i c h con C ern the r e 1 a t i v e power 0 fin te res t g r 0 ups and 

t~- r-; ~s=,r: =''2r1i~Cl whatever rank ings may exist. The prOblerr, here is onE Of 

n·.:. .o ~ ... -:,-~.:.-~ ir. tr,c: sirr,ilar actions of different aqents can easily lead te, 

::--:'·-="'f~: res:..'ts. It is the task of policy formation theory to explicate 

t~7 J~:=r~v'n~ causal mechanisms: to do so, some objective notion of the cost 

o~ D~~~r ffiJSt be developed. 

In contrast 

to Zusrr,ar:, Sch;m van der loeff and Harkema have attempted to incorporate 

u":er-t2ir:v into the heart of the policymakinq process. Follol<linq Theil 

{:~-:, :97'::'. the.\' arque that decision-makers shoulc not be viel<le: as aqe~,:s 

:-:,-:':r':ir::: SOITI~ functiJn under- certainty. On the contrary, the pervasiveness 

c: J~:~"':~inty in all aspects of the decision-makinq process implies tnat tne 

irc~':it .\ C'f tne decis;on-maker to meet targets should be incorporated into 

t,,-= p~ni:.':;ral _ hypotheses. Instead of lOOking at governmental benavior as 

o:)t~i1 , ~zi')c a deterrr,inistiC criterion function, they argue that this behavior 

ic: rrl,)re a::u"'ately characterized as random rational behavior. The objective 

0& t,,~ Qo v ~rnment under this hypothesis is to minimize deviations from policy 

instr-ume"t targets according to the loss in the criterion function SUCh 

errors inc~". 

For those frameworks which incorporate uncertainty~ the pol icymaker was 

assumed to know the desired levels of policy instruments with certainty; only 

the exact outcome of the policy package was subject to error. The assumption 

of randoll, rational behavior extends the recognition of this phenomenon into 

the actual decision process. Since outcomes are uncertain~ gettinq as close 

as possible to the most reasonable levels of instruments becomes the 

principal criterion for optimality. This can be accomplished only if 

sufficient information on the stOChastic processes involved is available to 

the policymaker since otherwise the metric closeness of an estimate is 

und~fined. 

In suqqestinq a revealed preference methodology for the estimation of 

cr iter ion funct ion parameters under random rat iona 1 behavior ~ Sch im van der 

loeff and Harkema follow Nykamp and Somermeyer in proposing a criterion 

function Quadratic in both policy targets and instruments. 
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to be ma~iffiized subject t o a linear constraint structure 

( 17) y :: P t, Y + S 

wherE y is tne Nr vector of pe,1i:.\ tarqets, x is the No vector of pcli .:v 

instruments, and s is a vector of order pt~ of 1 inea r combinat ions of currer: 

and lagaed exogenous variables anc pre-first period laqqed x anc y. 

Constrained maximization implies a set of optimal levels of tne po' icy 

instruments for each time periOd 

(18 ) E( s \ J 

, 
where (K~'), is tnE (0 x a~' matrix OZ tne first a ro~s of tne inverSE of . -. 

(l a~ I( = ~ + R'~ + (P + R'B R 
~ 1 N "N N l- ~ N '~; N ~~ . N' 

An expected loss function is then derived on tne assumption of a first-periot 

error followed by correct decisions: 

(20) 

where Q is the leading (0 x 0) submatrix of K~l. Note that the loss 

function can also be expressed as a function of the elementary decisio'" 

errors TIt: 

(21) 

under the assumption that Q is negative definite. 

uncorrelated. 

have vari ance 

Assuminq that the 

and homoscedastic 
2 o Q. A max imun,-

elementary decision errors are normal. 

implies that the decision errors (t 

1 ikel ihood est imator for the parameters of the criter ion funct ion may be 

developed under the assumption of random rational behavior. 



In genera', thE: rational randOrT behavior hypothesis is an attractiv'O: 

framework for incorporating uncertainty into the decision process. While 

Scni~ var der Loeff and Harkema do not specify a policy-formation process, it 

is easy to see hOY>' their methodology can be extended to include policy 

endoqenfity. One would assume the eyistence of a criterion function arisi~a 

out Of tne underlying political process. Maximization of this criterion 

function sUDject to the constraints perceived by policymakers would give th~ 

optirr'ol instrument levels, and estimation would proceed as outlinec 

previously. One drawbaCk of the Schim van der Loeff and Harkema approaCh is 

its dependence on a Quadratic criterion function and linear . constraints. 

However, extension to nonlinear forms should not prove too difficult, thoug~ 

it should make maximum likelihood estimation somewhat more cumbersome. 

Alternative stochastic assumptions might also be considered' in cases for 

which some skewness of decision errors might be expected. 

ThiS aporoach is an important extension of the imaqinary intervieY>'inq 

procedure suqqested by Van Eijk and Sandee. Its principal limitation is tna~ 

it does not ' specify . a policy-formation process. The role of interest or 

pressure groups is neglected, and a single policymaker is presumed to make 

rational random choices in which only his values count. There is no 

underlying bargaining process, confl icts, or consensus points among various 

po 1 i cymak ers and interest groups. Neverthe less, the methodology offered by 

this approach offers some promise and Should be pursued in future empirical 

applications once appropriate generalizations have been made. 

3.1.5 McFadder. QuaZitative Choice Models. The models considered above 

have been concerned with the Quantitative choices of a government agency; 

that is, they consider the problem of hOW specific levels of policy 

instruments are set. In general, they look at this determination as arising 

from a process of optimization over a set of alternatives specified by an 

underlying utility function~ For all frameworks except Keeney and Raiffa's 

multiattribute utility analysiS, both the set of alternatives and their 

weightings in the utility function are viewed as resulting from the political 

process. In some cases, however, political processes result in Qualitative 

choices. McFadden (1975, 1976) has used a revealed preference methodoloay to 

examine the binary choices of a government aqency--in this casp th~ 

California Division of Highway's decision as to whether or not to build a 

highway in a particular location. 



'. 
Like Schim van der Loeff an: Harkema, McFadden attemp!s to integrats 

uncertainty directly into the unde r lyinq utility optimization process. 

UnlikE their approaCh, in this study uncertainty enters into the criterion 

function itself. The utility function of the California Division of Highways 

is CharacterlZe': as consisting of two components, a function of observec 

Characteristics of possible highway routes rr.) and of unobservable factors. 
Tne criterion function is thus 

( 22) u(Yn• s) = r(y , s) + w 
n n 

where y n are the observab 1 e at tr i butes; s, the descr i pt i on of the 

environment; and wn' the contribution to utility of unobservable factors. 

In the presence of uncertainty, the obserli=:: attributes of a proje:: 

cannot completely determine the project's utility. If information is noisy, 

the observations on the project de not fully reveal the exact attribute 

structure; as a result, utility is composed of an observable component and a 

stOChastic term. Similar results occur when the aqency has incomplete 

control over the attributes of a project. Since the exact outcome is 

unknown, the utility derived from the measurable portion does not fully 

account for total possible utility. 

Given SUCh random elements. the observed attributes do not fully 

determine the actual choice made; rather, they only determine the prObability 

that a choice will be made in one faShion or another. Assuming that choices 

do result from a utility maximization, then actual choices should reflect the 

underlyinq preference structure of the government agency. Moreover, assuminq 

that the unobservable factors behave like random drawinQs from a multivariate 

distribution and given some assumptions as to the qeneral shape of the 

aqency I s preference structure, the parameter s of that preference structure 

can be estimated. In particular, the assumption that the w's are 

independently identically distributed according to a Weibull distribution 

yields the condition that the probability the 1'.th project is Chosen, PN'C) 

is a function of the utility of observable attributes of that project and of 

all other feasible projects; that is, all projects in the feasible set N. 

This can be written: 
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lead~ to McFadd~~'s estimating equations. In these estimations, e" of 
1 

cOJ"se, measures the proportional change in the log odds of the Uh proje:t 

due to a unit change in the ith observable attribute, YR.i. 

Tnis frameworK views government p~~icy decisiors in terms 07 public 

interest rather thar. . as outcomes of a pol itical process involvinq 

interest-group contention. Mc~adden is concerned witn discovering the exact 

measures of costs used by the Division of Highways in order tc determine 

whether the empirical measures reflect total social costs. Though he pays 

som€: attent~ion to political variables, his principal concern is ho ... 

accurat€:~y the determinants of alternatives cnosen actually reflect their 

associated social costs. 

McFadden's model deals only with Qualitative choice; that is, which 

alternative of many will be chosen. The extension of this model to problems 

of Quantitative choice is straightforward. In particular, it would be simple 

to use this procedure for cases where either the set of admissible levels of 

pol icy instruments can be divided into a number of discrete intervals, or 

where the set of possible policy choices can be divided into a number of 

distinct, nonoverlapping regimes. For example, we might consider a case 

where a support price is set within some range or regimes 1 ike high support 

prices, nigh self-sufficiency, and high consumer prices versus low support 

prices, low self-suffiCiency, and low consumer prices for production of some 

agricultural corrrnodity. Each interval or regime will have some probability 

of beinq chosen. Such a structure yields a revealed preference model that 

can be treated in the McFadden qualitative choice framework. 

While the avoidance of a priori structure is a great strength of this 

method, it also constitutes one of its Chief weaknesses. The estimated 



str:...:ture is essentially a reducec forn .. It is Dossible to use the techr.io..;-:: 

to measure total impact of an attribute on an outcome. It is not possible, 

however, to recapture the underlyina structure. In particular, it is not 

possible to examine therelatio~ships between tn~ exertion of power and the 

policy decision at stake~ that is, ho .... different levels of the relevant 

attributes affect power exertion. It is also not possible to exarr, in~ the 

relationship between the exertion of power and the effects of that exertio~. 

If we are interested in examining these structures and especially if we are 

interested in lOOking at hOW they may have Changed at various tim=~, 

McFadden's methodology will be of little assistance. 

A second drawback to this approach is inherent is the logit technique 

itself. Use of logit reauires the rather strong assumption of what has been 

termec the independence of irrelevant alternatives--that excluoec 

alternatives have no impact on choice betweer: included alternative. This 

assumption has beer. Show" to lead to some hiqhly counterintuitive results. 

As a result, it is not only undesirable but also untenable in most 

applications, making loqit a rather unattractive choice. Use of this 

as~umption can' be avoided by the use of probit, particularly the covariance 

probit analysis sugqested by Hausman and ~ise which assumes that the 

stochastic terms are identically distributed accordinq to a norma~ 

distribution, dropping the reauirement of stochastic independence. The 

parameters estimated usinq probit cease to be concerned with the log odds anc 

instead measure the change in the probability of choice of an alternative due 

to a unit change in an attribute. Aside from this feature, the 

interpretation of the results remains the same. 

A switch from logit to covariance probit estimation also nullifies a 

third drawback to McFadden's techniQue. Logit reQuires the use of a linear 

approximation to the utility function; as usual, this assumption has beer. 

justified in terms of computational savinqs. Since probit has no such 

computational simpliCity, there is no necessity to restrict the form of the 

utility function. As a ~esult, restrictive assumptions of independence 

between attributes can be avoided, and more general formulations estimated. 

3.1.6 Surrrnary and Synthesis 

In sum, none of the criterion funct ion approaches examined here are 

ent irely adeQuate for est imat ing the effects of power exert ion on the fina 1 



deterrr.inatior. of pc, ~ic'y and tn~ r,=~c~;:J~st'\i~. be:.,;eer. policy alterr . .;:;"e; ar: 

tne qe~era:i~~ of political effort (Rausse r , Just, and Zilberma~ ] . To 

ope r a:ionall ..... endogenize governmental policy formulation with the focus on 

the underlyinq criterion function, new procedures will be necessary. Thes,:

proceoures wi 1 1 be heavi ly dependent upon whether the prob lem . is onE: of 

settinq policy and/or one of selectinq, for a qiven policy set, the levels of 

vario:Js PC' licy instruments. In what follows, we suqqest some linesa1or.c 

w ~ i:n policy criterion functio~ models miqht bE: fruitfu1ly developec. 

The policy set problerr. is a discrete decision while the choice am~'-: 

a~ternative levels of the policy instruments can be treated as a contin:J~~s 

decision. Both problems can be combined in a framework which simultaneously 

determines the discrete selection amonq alternative sets and continuo~s 

chOices over the set of policy instruments for a particular set. Rece'-,: 

advancements in discrete continuous Choice frameworks (Duncan, Hanerr, ann~' IT,= .• ' 

prove usef u ~ in tnis context. An operational approach is to treat tnese tw(,. 

pro~lems initially as separable and subseauently iterate to recog~izE 

whatever simultaneity exists between the two problems. 

For th~ separable, discrete policy set problem, a number of fruitful 

lines snould be explored. One of the more promising is a modified McFadden 

Qualitative ChOice model. A vector of performance measures or attributes 

could be measured which vary across each discrete pol icy set. Suppose that 

these performance measures could be separated so that each is the concern of 

a sinqle interest group. For example, the net cost or benefit to an interest 

group of a policy set might constitute a properly structured performance 

measure or attribute in the McFadden framework. In this event, the s's 

estimated in McFadden's Qualitative choice model could be viewed in much the 

same manner as the strenqth funct ions of the Zusman approach. If interest 

qroup pressure affects the qovernmental agency's decision and this pressure 

is generated by attrib~tes of the policy set, then the 8'S change in the 

probability of adoption of a policy set due to a unit change in the ith 

attribute should measure the impact of the pressure qenerated by the expected 

results of a policy set selection. Given the proper structuring of the 

performance measures, the est imated parameters would measure the pol it i Cd 1 

power each interest qroup could bring to bear on the ultimate 

selection. 



C'~., tn~ continuous policy instrumer~ selectiorl problerr" a synthesis of 

Keen€:) a"G Raiff~, Rausse r and Freebairn, and Zusman could prove to be a 

v!~ua~~~ vehicle for endogenizing governmental policy. This synthesis can be 

ac"'~,-=c tnrouah a revealec preference approach that places emphasis on thE 

n(~l ) 1" Of intereS: groups. the bargaining process, uncertainty, and policy 

eQ .: '~ i :->rj ', :-r pClin:s. It would beqin with an identification of an maj':''' 

ir:teres: QrouPS and the major governmental pol icy agencies. For each o· 

thes,: desior'lated categories, individual objectives would be structured alonq 

the linES of Keeney and Raiffa. Once the performance measures are Quantifie~ 

for ea:n objective, the Keeney and Raiffa independence relationships an~ 

functional forms of the univariate utility functions could be assesse: 

through actual or, if need be, imaginary interviewing. The functional form 

of th'E univariate utility functions would admit a particular type of risk 

av!rSi~1" for each interest group anc, when combined with tne assesse~ 

injeoe"aen:e rela:ionships (Whether preferential, utility~ additive, etc.). a 

D~": i CJ':" forrr. of the criterion function would be implied. At tnis 

ju"ctur~. the unKnowns in the criterion function are the weights or 

traae-offs associated with the univariate utility functions of each interest 

Q~jub and th~ governmental policy body. 

To estimate the weights or trade-offs, we need a number of additional 

specifications. This includes an empirical specification of the economic 

structure that is influenced by the policy in Question, i.e., the economic 

constraint structure and the mechanisms for recognlzlng conflicts, the 

exertion of power, the effect of the distribution of costs and benefits 

within particular interest groups (Stigler, 1971; Peltzman), and policy 

eauilibrium points. These mechanisms can be treated by specifying functional 

relationships between the weiqhts appearing in the multiattribute utility 

function and the exertion of political power; the exertion of political 

power, in turn, can be conceived as a function of the distribution of costs 

and benefits accruing to each individual interest group and qovernmental 

bureaucrat whiCh, of ' course, depends on the selected levels of the policy 

instruments. Tne specification of the three mechanisms or functional 

relationships--policy instruments to the distribution of costs and benefits, 

the distribution of costs and benefits to the exertion of power, and the 

exertion of power to the weights appearing in the criterion function--can be 

represented in compact form as a functional relationship between the weights 

or trade-offs and the policy instruments. Given specification of the 



,.-:-'e~1:- ... ~r,1[' ~~:,o/eer. the weights an,j tne exe,.tion of powe" and De:w:;:;r :r.:.. 
eyertior'l Of Dowe" and the levels of po:icy instruments (recogr.iZi"1Q th~ 

lin" between the leve~s of policy instruments anc ' the 

De~efits ar,c; cests', . it should be possible not or, 1 Y t~ 

est;r, ,:,· . .: :n-: weia":s belt, as WE:l1, som~ measure of tne exertion of oower. T,.. 

:~'S f2sr~:~. a f"ame~~rk ;~ aV2ila~le for investigating the tr2:~_:rz: 

be:~;~r ~ar1JJS interest qrou~s ,and governmental policy bodies ans ~: .. 

a:.;:!.,:~ryin; tne im~=:::: of political pressure or, SUCh trade-offs. 

frame~~r~ w0~la aamit the possibility of comparisons of interest Qrou~ cl:~: 

In the above framework, a number of alternative revealed preference 

All of theSE possible approacnes arE sever~·\ 

ha":i:2:~~: by tne nono~serva~ility of political powe" an:, in m:~: 

:ir:J~::~~:es. tn~ dis~ri~ution of costs and bene~its. If SUCh factors wC"~ 

o:' S-?",::<-::. tne" ir: Drin:i;.~e it woulc be a simple matter to estirr,2E a1-: ,:z 

!ne c.ararr,;:;"S i", tn7 aoov-? ·sClecifie: relationships throuqh thE reveC'7~ 

orer~ren:~ ap~"~=:n. DUE to tne inherent nonooservaDility of some o~ tne KE: 

fc::Ys. no .... ; .. .:', a su)sta~:ial amount of a Fr:~!':· structures is reO 'Jir::. 

S-.;:~ s~~:ificatlo"'s car. be usee in conjunction witn Keenev-Ra~';~'= 

ffi~~:ic::ri)J:E utility functions and empirical representations of t n7 

e:8nJrr~: strwctu"e to estirTiate parameters appearing in (i) the relatio~s"'~: 

bet ... eer thE: criterion function weiqhts and political power anG (ii) tne 

relationsnip between political power and the actual levels of the pOllCy 

instrum~.,ts or performance measures. In this context, we will sugqest in 

what fOllows two pOSSible revealed preference estimation procedures. For 

botn possible procedures, the basic assumption of revealed preference will De 

imposed, namely, that ~ast actual levels of the policy instruments are, ir< 

fact, the optimal selections. 

The first procedure takes as qiven the Keeney-Raiffa multiattrib~:~ 

uti 1 ; t y fun C t ion, the em p i ric a 1 con s t r a i n t S t r u C t U r e , and fun c t ion a 1 f 0 rlT' S 

for the relationships (i) and (ii). To illustrate, suppose that there arc 

two interest qroups whose performance measures are Yl anc v~. 

respectively, and a qovernmental policy qroup whose performance measure is 

Y3. In addition, suppose that the univariate utility functions ar~ silTt;"-:' 

exponentials and that utility independence exists. Under thes~ 

circumstances. the criterion function is: 
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Tn~ simples~ possible specificatior for relationShips (i) is that the wEign:s 

are pr op0rtional to tne power exerted by each interest group anc the 

government agen:). i.e., 

The weights· on the interaction terms are specified simDly as a weighte: · 

av~raqe of the power or strength measure, i.e., 

(27) 

To keep the illustration as simple as possible, for relationShips (ii), let 

tne power exerted be proportional to the level of the relevant performance 

measures, i.e., 

(28) 



Giver tne aDowE specifications, the criterion function can be respecified as 

c 
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Gi\i-=~ c vec: or 0+ Dolicy instruments alonq with an empirical spec ification ~+ 

tr'l7 C:· -S:'-:~"." structure representinq tne economy in auestion, tne necessary 

cs~: ~ :io~s for 2n optimum can be derived. The unknowns that appear in these 

n~:~SS2~y conditions are the e's andy's. The identifia~ility of these 

parameters depenas in part upon the number of policy instruments. Note that 

tne structure of this problem resembles that of a Stackelberg equilibrium in 

tnt:: the reactions of groups to the leyel of the policy instruments are 

incor;J!)rated into the weights and thus are included in the government's 

opti~iz2tio~ process. The government acts mUCh like a Stackelberg leader and 

the interest qroups like followers. The treatment of the policy fonnation 

process as unfolding in this fashion makes a great deal of sense; the 

interest qroups make their potential reactions known through past behavior, 

10bbyinQ. and the like; and the policymaker takes these reactions into 

account alonq with his own power position in selecting actual levels of the 

policy instruments. 

The prinCipal limitation of the above procedure is that it requires a 

great deal of c pr~ori structure. The parameters of the model may be 

identified only under restrictive conditions. Even in the simple 

illustration, for example, it is likely that not all of the parameters can be 

identified. If all of the parameters are not identified, some could be set 

at prespecified levels with the balance conditioned upon the prespecified 

values. In this event, relative clout of various interest groups would 

represent conditional measurements. 

. ' 



· . The second procedure involves generating estimates of the weights anc 

then empirically measuring the relationShip between the weights and 

performance measures or policy instruments. In this approach, the policy 

instruments again are viewed as optimal; thUS, they lie on the politicaL 
economic frontier. The point on the frontier Characterizing the pc1icy 

selection or equilibrium can be expressed as the weighted sum of the 

univariate utility functions. The weights in this sum can be estimatec usinq 

the nonlinear prograrrvning problem sugqested by Zusman. Once the weights arE 

known and relations (i) and (ii) are specified, it is possible to estirr,ate 

the Band y parameters, or products of these parameters, from simple 

regression equations. 

To be more concrete, consider the structure employed as an illustrative 

vehicle for the first procedure. The procedure considered here would reQuire 

solutions to the nonlinear programming problem represented in (91. The 

solution to the dual of this problem would be the weights ki • Using the 

same specifications for (i) and (ii), four regression equations must be 

estimated. Clearly, only the products of some parameters are identifiable; 

hence, some must be specified c: pr~~r': for the full set of parameters to be 

identified. Aside from the nonlinear programming problem, this procedure has 

the advantage of simplifying the estimation problem. Its motivation is 

theoretically grounded; and, thus, it is a promising alternative. 

Both of the above procedures are offered as vehicles for shedding light 

on the parameters of the bargaining game underlying governmental poliCy 

formation. Even though neither procedure pOSits a specific game formulation, 

the motivation of structure should be sufficient for empirically estimating 

parameters which have relevant interpretations. Both procedures clearly 

incorporate multiple objectives and uncertainty in an appealing fashion. For 

the second procedure, the random error terms necessary for statistical 

estimation are justifiable in terms of information imperfections in the 

policy formation pr~cess. Both procedures thuS seem Quite attractive in 

terms of the criteria set forth at the beginning of this section. Moreover, 

these procedures incorporate many of the strengthS of the various approaches 

that have been surveyed. Their chief limitations are the amount ofapr-::::-r':" 

structure that must be imposed. While this feature is certainly undesirable, 

the nature of the problem demands such structure. Ultimately, this 

structure, combined with observations on investments in lobbying efforts, 



formation and maintenance of interest group coalitions, and · the like, cOiJ1d 

lead to the removal of many of the nonobservables in the approaches suggested 
here. In the meantime, the empirical applications of the above procedures 
promise fruitful results. 

The preceding section surveyed attempts to specify and estimate modes of 

behavior Characterized by some criterion function. Keeney and Raiffa's 

techniQue focused on extracting that criterion function by examining actua~ 

decision-maker preferences. The other approaches surveyed focus on the 
rationel, necessary conditions for an optimum of a specified criterion 

function. These approaches employ preference procedures to estimate the 

parameters of these eQuation systems and to Quantify the criterion functior. 

An alternative means of examining government policy formation is the 

direct estimation of instrument behavioral equations. SUCh approaChes 

parallel the traditiona1 estimation of micro supply or demand functions. 

Most of this work has concentrated on partially reduced form estimation. It 

can be cl~ssified into one of two general categories. The first category 

concentrates on the policy formation process. The explanation and prediction 

of government policy determination are the major purposes of such studies. 

These models are represented by policy behavioral eQuations in which the 

underlying structure admits the simultaneous determination of all policy 

instruments. The second category has concentrated on the private sector, 

stressing the inclusion of policy determination as a means of improving the 

performance and predictability of such private sector models. Feedback 

effects from the private sector to policy formation and vice versa have been 

of special interest. The resulting models have generally han a market 

orientation in which one or more policy instruments have been embedded. 

EQuations for the policy instruments have been included in the conceptual or 

theoretical frameworks but are eliminated or treated as predetermined in the 

empirical models that have been constructed. 

Selected studies from both of the above categories will be surveyed 

here. Specifically, for the first category, the analyses conducted by 

Rausser and Stonehouse and by Camm will be examined. For the second 

category, the studies conducted by Lattimore and SChuh; Abbott (1979a, 

1979b); and Lattimore and Zwart, among others, will be compared and 

contrasted. 

, ' 



3.2.1 R::'iA.S2C~· a .... :::.· ~t:]r,6 ~:F;.,(2C :::-:'.72 .t;.Y;:;':;:2-~2. Specification of policy 

benavior equation systems has tended to be largely determined by the aut~Qrs' 

beliefs as to the nature of policy formation. In their study of the Canadiar 

dairy industry, Rausser and Stonehouse take as a working hypothesis that the 

po~ icy forrroction process is some sort · of bargcining game between interest 

gr;)Jps in so:iety. Pol icy instruments SuCh as tarqet returns and SUDD ::: r: 

prices for dai!"y products are the dependent variables in the model, ~i":.n 

exp~anatory variables represented by proxies for consumer, producer, a"c 

qovernment agency interests. The coefficient estimates are highly reasonao~e 

and tend to confirm the importance of these factors in the process of policy 

formation. 

A weakness of this study is the reduced form nature of the policy 

estimation mode1. The authors forego an explicit structural model of po'i:y 

format i on. Hence, there is no . need for a great dea 1 of .:: ;:Y'-:. ~ !> -:. structure. 

Tne lacl< of Such structure, however, makes it difficult to attach 

significance to the coefficients or to test specific hypotheses about the 

policy formction process. The model can be readily extended to overcome this 
-

deficiency by the imposition of a structural model from which to draw 

testable hypotheses along lines similar to those suggested above for use witn 

McFadden's methodology. As a reduced form structure, the principal value of 

the .. Rausser and Stonehouse model is prediction. Tne usual caveats . for 

reduced form forecasts apply; the model is not invariant with respect to 

structural changes. As long as the general structure holds, however, such a 

model should continue to forecast well. 

One of the most comprehensive exercises involving endogenous government 

policy is the recent Canadian agricultural sector model (FARM) by P,griculture 

Canada. This Quarterly forecasting model includes 24 endogenous policy 

variables including administered producer prices, production Quotas, and 

initial or floor price guarantees. The approach is based largely upon the 

Rausser and Stonehouse framework and thus the preceding discussion appl ied 

here as well. 

The use of this model for Quarterly forecasting does raise some 

interesting additional empirical problems. Several target prices are 

administered by implicit or explicit formulae with discretionary elements. 

The weights used in these formulae, however, have not been used to constrain 



th:,- eO J a:ion estimates. In this short time frame, it becomes increasingly 

im;:>::;rtant to explain and predict not only the magnitude but also the timinq 

o-f the chanqed value in the policy instrument. One could conceive of a 

t,,' :·-staoe p01icy forecastinq system as a possible means of handlinq this 

pr8~ 1 ~~ ~here the first stage would predict the timinq of the change; and the 

seC 2 ~:. thE maQ~itude. Empirical1y. this procedure could involve mixe~ 

aJ~;itat;ve/auan:;tative procedures or threshold regression techniaues as 

S~JC~7ste~ in Rausser and Stonehouse. 

3.2.7 ;:':::7": :;;.. :. ::":;: /'r..:::Z~e::s. Carmi'S study of marketing order derives 

frc-r: Stigler's tneory of regulation. The view is that the imposition of a 

marKeting order creates rents for producers. nence, the demand. The greater 

the rents. the greater the demand for regul at ion. The probabil ity that a 

mc'"l<etir.c order will be imposed should thus increase as the transfer of 

in:Or!l;: 9ro .... 's. Camm develops a price-theoretic model of market discriminatior, 

t ': isolate va!";a~les affecting the size of rents and to determine their 

im~~:ts. Tne set of independent variables is composed principally of factors 

a·fe:t'~a supply anG demand elasticity. It includes SUCh variables as 

nat..i on:; , demand elasticity, percentage of acreage devoted to the crop of 

interest, Share of production under order, farm value, and variability of 

crot' size. A linear probability model is used to estimate the effect of 

th~S~ variables on whether a marketing order was in effect in 1966. The 

signs 0+ the estimated coefficients are used to test Stigler'S theory. 

The results are mixed. The estimation seems to confirm the Simpler 

hypotheses; tests of more subtle hypotheses remain ambiguous. The 

coefficients of demand elasticity and the order's share of tne national 

market are significantly different from zero and have the correct sign. The 

remaining coefficients do not allow easy interpretation. It seems likely 

tnat the ambiguity of the results may derive in part from specification 

problems. Use of an alternative Qualitative choice model would seem 

preferable to the linear probability form. Some of the variables used are 

proxies; more accurate measures might well have resulted in some improvement. 

The major weakness of the overall approach is the treatment of marketing 

orders as separable components of farm policy. It seem unlikely that 

market; ng orders are determined ent i re 1y separately from the qenera 1 pol icy 

process. On the contrary, factors SUCh as subsidies, price supports, etc., 



'. 

s'houla affect both the supply and demand for marketing orders. A correctly 

specifiec model Should include the entire relevant range of policy 

instrum~r:s so as to capture the relevant cross effects. The lack of correct 

specification places all of Camm's findinqs in some doubt. A second weakness 

is the reduced-form nature of the estimates. The considerations touchec 0"', 

previously apply here as well. The possible extensions examined in tn~ 

discussi2~ of McFadden's study also seem relevant. 

3.2.3 .. .... --aT;::; ::::. _ _ 

p . .:::-:C!~. j.>,::.:"!e:'s. A number of attempts have been made recent ly to integrate 

endogenous policy formation into models of private market response. 

in this specification, supply and demand eQuations for 

Includ~,:! 

particular 

aQricultural markets, is the set of policy instruments considered relevant to 

the market. The pertinent policy objectives are identified and used to 

isolate factors which may have a causel relation to the choice of instrumert 

levels. As conditions in the markets under consideration clearly affe:t tn~ 

correct leve~ of policy instrument for a given objective, these 

spe:ifications generally include feedback effects from the market to the 

pol fcy-format 1'on proce ss. The expanded market system is then estimated in 

some faShion. The estimated parameters are used for forecastinq purposes an: 

to test hypotheses about the structure and objectives of governme n! 

intervention. 

Most of this thrust in agricultural fields appears to have concentrated 

on trade barriers in international grain markets. These markets are highly 

distorted by a wide range of commercial and domestic policies. One reaction 

of major traders such as the European Economic COlTlTlunity (HC), the United 

States, and Japan, over much of the post-World War II period, has been to 

restrict imports and stimulate the production and exports of their 

agricultural cOlTlTlodities. These actions have had the effect of insulating 

domestic prices from world prices, causing domestic prices to rise and 

international prices to fall relative to domestic prices. 

Figure 1 illustrates the resulting price distortion for an individual 

importing country. Prior to the imposition of distorting policy, the 

domestic price (Opo) ShOuld equal the world price (Wpo) when the latter 

is valued at the eQuilibrium free trade exchange rate and transaction costs 

are taken in account. The two will diverge after the policy has been 

imposed. The difference between the two, 



car b~ thCluqnt of as measuring the degree of government intervention. This 

intE:rve n: ion takes the form of tariffs, nontariff barriers, variable levies, 

exp ~r t subsidies, producer subsidies, dumpinq, and undervalued exchan~~ 

ra:~.,. 

~n~ ODDosite case is also widely observed in agriculture. As Scnun 

C ~~ ~:-=~ o-.;t, the development strategies of many countries have lee thenl to 

(" ,' ''~ ~ ':: cheep food policies as a means of capturing the agricultural "surplus" 

a r ~ transferring it to other sectors of the economy. Schuh argued that trade 

:- - -: \ is 2 vital component of this strategy. Direct restriction of exports 

0'- tnf USI2 of prohibitive tariffs were seen as direct measures a government 

cOv;e use to achieve such ends. The overvaluation of the exchanQe rate could 

also be used for this purpose as the overvaluation effectively taxes exp~rts 

a~: su~sidizes imports of foodstuffs. This case is demonstratec ir 

FiQ~"~ 1. The imposition of such 
'c,:: ; OE:lo,.; worla price (WP1). 

11' Cer )~ m~asureG oy I = WP - OP' , 

Wpl 

OP' 

policies tends to drive the domestic price 
The degree of th is kind of i ntervent i on 

FIGURE I. Domestic - World Price Inter~ention 
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le\~-: :n-?s? rES~ 'ts, ""~::r are sum1,~"ize: ir. "!'a::1E: 1, ter~ to SUP:'::'''": ~n'" 

If'" ~ Si,-':c" vfir. , ~c'l has investiaateC the Br azi1;ar. a"a Colom~" ;,ar; 

qrai~ ;rnCl::r: D:'icies. Postulatil'lq qOcls of increasino self-sufficien;:v c ... ·,: 

lowe" C~)r"lStJrrl,=r prices, Ha:l notes that P. L. 480 food aid is an instrumer,t 

that could be useful in aChieving both objectives. By sellinq P. L. 480 

qrain at a tarqet consumer price somewhat higher than the cost of the qrair, 

the qovernment cou 1 d genera te revenues to offset producer subs i dy 

expend; tures, hence, lower the tax burden on the country a s a whO 1 e. He!'" 

model of supply and demand for wheat, corn, and rice in Brazil and ColorT,=,ia 

included an eauat ion for the determinat ion of producer support prices as a 

function of commercial import Quantities and prices, P. L. 480 costs, the 

consumer price index, and a trend variable. The estimated coefficients 

support thE: hypothesis that Brazil used P. L. 480 food aid to increaSE

self-sufficiency in wheat and that Colombia was doinq likewise for rice. 

3.2.4 Abbey:: FoZiC'!... Ar..:::Zy~::~. Abbott (l979a) has attempted to use a" 

endoqenous policy-formation model to test a series of hypotheses about 

qovernment intervention in international qrain markets. Fi rst, a mode 1 0+ 
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T nrlf'flf'n(ipn t. V,1 r1 i1h 1 p~ 
Dependen t ------------------ ---~ -·------.,.,p-n"Tt .... ,-, ':""y-=-<;hr--, -rnrp=-r-c=-=.c-:-· - -----._-.- - -
variable World Balance 0) O? . ---- .. Il).--... -~--.--"[l:,--.-

inter- conmoditv of Rate of lQS3- 14fi0- 1%"- 1%0- 1'11,'1-
vention pricea ' paymentsb inflation lQSQ 1%~ I(ll) I'I/,n Iql~ R, O.W. 

--.--- --- - . - ------- - - -- .. _._-- . .. _------_ .... . 

Beef 1.538 0.249 7.900 -?In.os 
( 2. 75 )d ( 1. 30) (7.9S) ( 1 • no ) 

Corn 1.105 0.005 0.583 - 17 .316 
(2.26) (0.31) (2.67) ( 1 .33 ) 

Soybeans 1.430 0.036 97.96 
(4.67) (3.00) (2.43) 

aThe world traded prices of these commodities. 

bThe percentaqe increase in the qeneral price level. 

cPrimary variables representinq different political rPQimp<;. 

dValue in parentheses below estimated coefficient<;. 

Sources: 

-16.31) 
(n. In) 

-111 • fifU 
(n.HO) 

-flS.lll 
(n.l1l) 

-?S.334 
(I.S.l) 

-RQ.? 
(I. lin ) 

, 

.71 1.71 

• 7 r., ) • '\ 7 

- )?h. ,1 • q? ? . 1 (1 

(tl.ln 

For beef, see R. Lattimore and G. E. Schuh. "1\ Policy Morlpl of thp nril7ilian Rppf rilttle Economy." Chilean .!. 
Econ. 39(1976):51-75. 

For corn, see R. L. Thompson and G. E. Schuh, "Trarle Polir.y ,1ml Fxport'i: The file:;P of Cowe:; in Rrilzil," 
Oppilrtment of Aqricultural Economics. PurdlJP IJnivf'rc;ity. Iq7~1 (puhlic;hf't! in l'f\rt\lfltlP~I' PpC;OlJira f't 
Plilnej~mento Economics, Vol. A(3). pp. 663-6QIl, lQ7R). 

For soybeans, see C. r,ulliver et a1.1 The Jlrazili"n Snyhf'iln [r.onnmy--An Frnnnmplric I\n.1lvc;ie:;. II. S. 
Oppart.mpnt of AQricultur(l, Forf>iQn I\qriCIJ1t.llr,d rnlrlornir: n,.p"rl ~T":T\.- Tti7<I.--- · .--" .-.--. -.. --- .--



,'endogenous determination of the relevant policy instr:.Jment levels is 

specified. Jnstruments SUCh as consumer prices, producer prices, and stocks 

released are posed as functions of world prices, domestic production, foreign 

exchange flows, stocks on hand, and aid in kind. No specific behavioral 

model is formulated. The model is instead a simultaneous reduced-forrr. 
representation of some unspecified model of qovernment policy formation. 

Substantial government intervention in international qrain markets 

imp~ies that consumer and producer prices will be set in larqe measure 

throuQh government a:::t i on. Market supply and demand should thus Show marked 

responses to chanqes in government policy. An explicit policy-influenced 

excess demand function can be derived by substitution of the policy formation 

relations into the market supply and demand functions. 

The behavioral model underlying the policy-influenced excess demanc 
function has implications for the model's parameters that can be used to test 
several hypotheses about government intervention in international gl"ain 

markets. In a completely closed market, demand and net import demand price 

should be completely unrelated. The estimated coefficient of net import 

demand pric~ ihould be zero. In a completely free market, the coefficient of 

net import demand price should equal domestic demand elasticity. If tne 

government is contained to follow a partial adjustment process in its 

reaction to changes in market conditions, the coefficient of demand price 

should fall somewhere between the preceding values. A constant tariff may 

drive the demand price parameter above domestic price elasticity in absolute 

value. Abbott's framework does indicate an upper bound for the estimated 

coefficients. Similarly, the domestic production coefficient should lie 

between zero and one, with a value of one implying the standard response of 

excess demand to domestic supply and zero a complete lack of response. 

Some of Abbott's results are shown in Table 2. The hypothesis that a 

partial adjustment mechanism exists is borne out in a number of cases, 

especially among the developing countries. This evidence lends support to 

the contention that maintaining stable domestic prices is an important policy 

consideration for many of these countries. Such a conclusion does not, 

however. rest on a strong statistical foundation. The standard errors of the 

estimates are rather large. and a fair number of the estimated coefficients 

either have perverse signs or exceed the hypothesized upper bound. 
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Ahhott fmpirl(al R~\ull~ 

--_._ . 
[ff@ct or prorturt Ion Shor'fa~s on 

Tred~ ~Iastlclty @stlmation for s~lectpd counlrip\ n~t I arts fllr \I-Ip( tprt (Otlntrl~s 
tal :------ Ti.; .. iT(i-;:dln~ ro uc on fop Tr.~Tor : 

Country all (-r)b (-I • un)" il' .. -.. .. r . ( 1Oil-· . - . - '~p-,fOr~ 
.. _-- .. __ .. .. . ....2 . _ __ 

8r., t1 -2.48 (2.04)d 0.2 0.21 0.25 (0.17)" O. ] 0.60 1.01 (0.916) 0.159 (0.600) 
Mellco I. 54 (0.596)d 0.4 0.51 -0.J7 (0.73) O.S 0.80 0.612 (0.461 )e 0.4Rl (0.251)c 

ColO111bta -0.5? (0. 49) 0.2 0.2l 1.90 ( 1. t 5)d 0.4 0.59 -0. Jl4 (0.769) 0.6R7 (0.826) 
IndIa -0.69 (0.146)d 0.5 0.6Q 0.71 (0.147) 0.2 0.40 0.167 (O.I69)e 0.947 (0.234) 
Thallend 1.60 (0.18) 0.5 0.50 0.76 (0.51 )d 0.7 0.212 (0.208) 
Phlltppln@s 0.15 (0.76) 0.5 0.50 -0.013 (0.175) 0.4 0.58 0.00051 (0.228) 
£qypt 1.17 (0.41 )d 0.2 0.15 0.42 (0. 15 ) 0.1 0.40 0.526 (0.979) 0.308 (0.921) 
Gh.n. -0 . 87 (4.27) 0.4 0.40 0.91 (O.54)d 0.2 0.10 0.152 (0.276) 
Untt@d Stehs -0.16 (0.67)c 0.2 0.1] 0.017 (0.057) 0.4 0.72 0.01] (0.058)b 

Canada 0.56 (1.41) 0.2 1.60 -2.30 (1.12) 0.5 1.08 0.148 (0.115) 0.4JJ (0.270)e 

Aus tralta 9.61 (9.84) 0.1 2.14 1. 56 ( 1. 78) 0.1 0.57 -0.079 (0.171) 0.065 (0.114) 
J.p.n 0.069 (0.280) 0.11 0.15 -0.60 (0.70) 0.7 0.71 0.2Jl (0.241) 1.102 (0.860) 
Frenc@ -0.46 (0.41) 0.3 0.77 (0.41 ) 0.5 0.221 (0.136 )e 0.204 (0.206) 
lI@st Gf!"'any -0.047 (0.323) 0.3 -0.75 (0.71 ) 0.5 0.387 (O.141)e 0.067 (0.224) 
It.ly 0.074 (0.112) 0.3 0.066 (0.274) O.S 0.1l1 (0.274) l. 574 (0.610)· 
USSR -0.016 (0.060) 0.2 0.19 -0.11 (0.1l ) 0.4 0.58 0.121 (0 .092) 0.049 (0.145 ) 

ad- Is th@ cons~tlon @lestlclty. whIch tQUals -PWO/.Co tXT/.PII. Neqativt slqns inrllclte pervtrSt r@sults. 

be Is the d~stlc de-and prlc@ @lesticlty. v Is th@ 'ractlon of consumption producpd rl~\tlcally. and ~ Is tht dOMestic supply elastIcity 
rtported by tll@ U. S. D@part~nt of Aqrlcultur@. 

CTh@ production Cotfflcl@nt @Quals (-IXY/aXP) and can b@ Intprprpterl a~ tllp frarti"n of prorluction shortralls mad .. up by Imports. 

dSt.nderd errors or estim.t@s ar@ present@d in per@nth@sts aft .. r the p~tlmatps. 

"Slqnifl(antly dlffpr@nt from 1pro at a 10 pprcpnt !py@! of \iqnifl(An'~. 

~r",r(p: r> r:. Abhol't. "MntiplinQ lntPrnational r,rain Tradp "'ilh r,ovprnmpntJonlrn",·.I MMk,·I\. N Alllf' r::~qr.:_rro.!'. fit(197Q .. ) : i'7 . 11. 
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. . )l.::>~~t's me:n o: Of es:irr,a ~iJ'" raises certairi conce~<u::: D"' 0:·1<:>"'- . 

SuustitLJti0~ of tn~ POllCY determinatiorl eauations into thE- rrlarK~t excess 

derrlanc functio'O Qives a redClcee fom whOse estirr.ation is valie oni:! fJr

periods in wnicn P01~C _\ set an~ instrume~t selection process rerr.= 'r : 

t.~ p~. : icy featClr~s cnanqe, the p01 icy format ion process underq:.e:-

un S t c ~ ~ ~ . D J I" i "Q t h € pel" i ':' :: ! 0: : - l 973, f r OtT w h i C h A b b 0 tt • s d a t a arE: 

s()rr,-: of tl'le c('l~;r.tries exa'!ine:: die, ir fact, underqo siqnifica"': 

~I"'" ' t,.; ...... • 

DC· . 1: 0, 

cha~~~s. Tn~ estima!ior performed tne~ is not valid as the necessarv 

assLJ'T::-:~o'ls it reoJires dc· no: h::.1C. ThiS limitation car: be corre:te:, c+ 

CO;;"5;;:. b\ dire::1.v es:in,:;:inq a structural mod~l of the pc>licy f:)rrr.::-:-

-.-_ . -..... . _ .......... " ' . - ~ Lat t imore an: n: . : 

incor~~"atEC endoqe"Jus deter~inati('lr of qovernment policy in! : tn,= ' r' 

forEcast ; !": mJ:e' o· tn;;: w2r~C whe:: marko;;:. Usinc spe:ificatioros der~,,::: 

fran ~attim 2 re a!": Scn~n anc from A~~ott, they set UP an estimatinq moce' f : r' 

the de:enT.inat i,:,r Of oro:uce'" prices anc consumer prices. TheSe emp i "i:~' 

res.:;1ts arE: ' oJ::ine: iro Ta~:e :: for Canada, the six Ol"'iqinal cou'1tries of th-:

~~:, an: Jaoa r . The donle s:i ,: price instruments, in local currencies, a";;: 

po s ':. u 1 a 7. e :: t c be · rei ate G to a ..... 0 r 1 d p ric e (a q a in, i n 1 0 cal e con On'1 y'. , t n ~ 

exchance rate as a proxy for the Shadow rate of foreiqn eXChange, the ra:~ ~& 

inflation, and ooening stocks. As expected, the results show the very w~ c ~: 

relationship between the world price and the He 6 prices and the Japanese 

producer price . . A mUCh closer relationship is found with the Canadian and 

Japanese consumer prices. These eauations were incorporated into a spatia~ 

eauilibrium framework which in turn was used for forecastinq. Since the 

model was only used for forecastinq, few implications for the polie. 

formation are offered, and no direct tests of the underlyinq specificatiC''-1 

. are conducted. 

3.2.6 Or- her Folic:! Ar.:zZ2'sis Studies. Joslinq a1so contains estimat e.: 

relationShips between national and international wheat prices for a numbel'" Of 

countries but over a shorter observation period (1969-1976) with auit E 

different results. These differences appear to be explainable in terrr,s c" 

the different observation periods. Nevertheless, the apparent C0nf1 i~ : 

raises serious Questions reqarding the stability of policy when usinq SUUl 

eauations for forecasting or policy reaction purposes. Specifically, Joslinc 
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Lattimor(> and 7wtlrt Pol if: v I\n'llv~ic:;: I r"tirll,lh'd Prirfl-Oflt.prlllininll Fllnlt inn~ 

World pdcp 
(domestic Stocks 

Eauation currency) (t - 1) 

Canada 
Domes tic mill i nq .490 
price (14.29)a 

Off -board pr ice .020 -.030 
(8.7~) 

Total pool price .93 -.21 
(22.26) ( .68) 

EEC 6 
Consumer price .070 

(1.71) 

Producer price 

Japan 
Consumer price .400 

(4.7.0) 

Producer Price .050 
(12.5) 

aNumbers in parentheses is t-value. 
bTime trend. 

V M Llh 1 (' 

OtlrmlY nthpr nthpr ;> 

-1. 1'1 1.8Rb 

( . S 1) (R.3f!) 

.670(" .03ci 
( .S!)) (.S5) 

5.02rf' 91.37
f 

( I. fl(l ) (? S('I) 

15".701 b 

(?O.Q) 

cConsumer price EEC 6. 
dThe ~ifference hetween the consumer price and the worlrl price (II. ~.). 
P.J~rlP~ of pricps. Japan. 
fJ~pan-U. S. exchanqe rate. 

lntpr(('pt -2 
R 

37.M} .93 

.fl7 .Rf! 

<I.?A .qn 

-78.1fl .<14 

74.AS .70 

-10,704.0 .77 

8.:VIl.1 .9Q 

Ohspr-
vrtt. ;nl1 

n.w. p"r i ml .. __ .. -

1. 17 IIJSR-lq71l 

1 . (,ll 19Sf!-lQ71l 

l.RO 1QSfl-lq74 

l.nl 1QSfl-1974 

1.A1 1QSA-IQ71l 

7.0S 1Qfl1-1Q74 

1.05 1961-1974 
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i finGS a mUCh closer relationShip between world wheat prices and, for examp ~, 

t:E C pr ices, thar. is shown in TaD 1 e 3. Whetner th i s was due to a chanqe i r· 

EEC policy over the 1969-1976 period or simpiy a result of the increasinq 

world price over the latter period remains unanSwered. 

The alternativE approach to explaining EEC price instruments is taken in 

a s tud.y by He i dhues et a 1. 1 n th iss tudy, the authOrS attemp:. to exp 1 a i" 

far~ price differences in the EEC on the basis of differences betweer 

comm:.J"ity members. A simple indexinq procedures is used rather than a forfT.c~ 

econometric model. 

3.2.7 S~.::.Y'~. a:':,; Ei'·~~r,..,;~,,:,~. The behavioral eouation est;rTlatio~! 

approaches examined here have been successful in extendinq understanding of 

the policy formation process, especially with respect to verifyinq th~ 

endoaeneity of government poliCY decisions. They also support the conce~t~~~ 

1 ink between po 1 icy cho i ce and i nteres t qroup preferences. Jl,part frorr. tnes'.: 

general considerations, however, 1 ittle progress has been made. It seerrs 

unl il<ely that advances wi 11 be forthcoming at the low level of.:: -=r::::-·:o 

spe(ification used in the models considered here. 

anatytic content can be purchased only at the 

assumptions on the underlyinq structure. 

On the contrary, qreater 

cost of more detailec 

Two directions for further investigation seem possible. First, the 

development of theoretical models of the policy choice process can be used to 

give more specific meaning to the estimated reduced-form coefficients. SUCh 

specifications will allow more precise interpretation of the estimated 

coefficients and thus yield more information on the policy choice process 

than heretofore has been available. Second, theoretical models of policy 

formation can be used to generate hypotheses which are empirically testable 

through their implications for the reduced-form coefficients in terms of 

sign, specific values (zero, for instance), etc. The information derived 

from SUCh tests would be especially useful in helping to focus future 

investigation on factors whiCh have been shown to have been of particular 

importance on the basis of actual evidence. 

These approaches can be applied in the context of a market analySiS with 

an integrated government sector or to an analysiS of policy choice under 

market and technical constraints. In either case, is it essential to be able 

to distinguiSh the choice variables in government policy from factors 
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entering througn the constraint structure. Use of theoretical policy 

formatio~ models as the basis of estimation seems the most promisinq way to 

make proqress in this area. 

On the conceptual front, a number of formulations have been advanced to 

characterize endoqenous governmental behavior. We have divided these 

conceptuai formulations into four major cateqories: (1) the liberal

pluralist frameworks, (2) the theory of state frameworkS, (3) the theory of 

economic regulation frameworkS, and (4) the rent-seeking interest group ana 

co~flict resolution frameworks. Each of these frameworks . is geared to a 

particular focus; some concentrate on the election process, some on the 

leqislative choice process, some on the bureaucratic choice process, and so~~ 

on a mixture of various choice processes. The theory of economic regulatio r 

frameworkS, for example, concentrate on the election process; the libera~

pluralist frameworks concentrate on the legislative choice process with som~ 

reference· to the election process; the rent-seeking arid conflict resolution 

frameworks ,concentrate on the election and bureaucratic choice processes; and 

the theory of state framework s attempt to concentrate on the elect i on anc' 

legislative choice as well as the bureaucratic choice processes. For the 

case of governmental intervention in aqriculture and food systems, we have 

argued that the bureaucratic choice process is crucial; that is, our concern 

is with the selection of alternative levels of given policy instruments 

(policy implementation) rather than the discrete choice of available 

instruments from the universe of all possible instruments (policy setting). 

Empirical analysis can proceed by directly estimating policy instrument 

behavioral equations or by estimating the governing policy preference or 

criterion functions. Given the constructed criterion functions and an 

appropriate constraint structure, pol icy instrument or choice equations can 

be derived. In our survey of empirical approaches, we have distinguished 

between the specification and estimation of policy criterion functions· anc 

the specification and estimation of policy instrument behavioral equations. 

None of the criterion function approaches surveyed seem entirely adequate 

for estimating the effects of power exertion on the final determination of 

policy and the relationship between policy alternatives and the generation of 

political effort. Given a focus on the underlying criterion function, we 

; 
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tC' op~rationa1ly endoq~nize qovernme~:~~ pc~icv 

~ill De necessary. In subsection 3.1.6, we have 

s-:-- : ,>~ tw: cHernative framew:lrks that might be fruitfully purSU~G, Both 

f,.c""":",,-~,:,: C"'7 off~reG as vehicles for shedding light on the parameters o~ 

Tr, : t';>r";: ~" r~"::: qamE underlying governmental policy formation. Botr, 

f..-?",.:." ,''''''' ir.::,!"pvate multiple objectives and uncertainty in an appe='H1Q 

':~ ~ " , ~r . .' .. -::~,-=!"'~ they atterr.p: to synth~size the strengths of thf va"-ioU'; 

:-.,...: ~: n~: t~~: have been advancec in the literature. Their princip3~ 

: ,--:::",:,r ; cr"o:: tn.;: amount of a ::-l':ar: structure that must be imposec. 

"7 :-~",:;i:,rc : equation estimation approaches that have been surveye: 

s~~~:r~ th~ conceptual link between policy choice and interest group 

ore~e""e~~es. This wOrk has extended our understanding of the policy 

~~".-~~'~. [I"":>:7::~, especially with respect to the potential o~ endoqe~izin~ 

Qo,~~r: .., , :"" ~::' ~er.::, i ~r. Unfortunate 1 y, the conceptua 1 base for mUCh of th i s 

.... ~,.... '-::.~: r",:'" t~ be desireC. WE have argued that conceotual moje~s of the 

D:-' ~::, :~,: 'C:- :-'''':-' :-:'55 mJst be com~ined with the usual estimat ior. of reducec 

~:-".- C0'::":":': ' :--::. Moreover, specific empirically testable hypotheses should 

b.:: eTT'..,:J~::-z,:::: i,r. future work on the estimation of behavioral policy equations. 

-v.~ ~ ; 3:~ ... :t tyoes of hypotheses are of intereSt. On the one hand, it 

sno~1c De PJ~siblE to derive testable hypotneses from alternative bargaininq 

qalT'7 for~T. ... ~ations and to test them using reduced form estimations. Such a 

procejJ"'f should yield the Qualitative characteristics of the underlying 

barqaininq game, e.g., whose interests are actually represented in the set of 

ey.istino outcomes. Measures of farmer subgroup interests could be specified 

and incorporated into a larger commodity~demand, policy-formation system; 

coefficient restrictions implied by the specification could be derived and 

tested via estimation of the reduced form. Of special interest are 

formulations wnich allow nesting of alternative bargaining qame 

specifications. In suCh formulations alternatives can be compared directly 

and evaluated on the basis of common evidence. 

A second siqnificant aspect of policy analysis is evaluation of policy. 

In other words, how efficienctly does implemented policy meet its qoals? Are 

the methods chosen by government to implement policy the most efficient means 

of meeting the stated of unstated goals of that policy'? Is tht 

redistribution of income and wealth implicit in government intervention in 

food and aqricultural systems achieved efficiently by the selected set of 



po~icy instruments~ In effect, is society on some political-economic 

frontier? Given the set of goals, it should be possible to specify such a 

. political-economic frontier and to then test the efficiency of policy via 

reduced form estimation. Empirical evidence. on efficiency of redistributio~ 

may a 1 soc 0 n fir m ,or fail to con firm, the pre d i c t ion s 0 f v a rio U s mo del s 0 f 

the policy formation process and, hence, aid in the attempt to refine the 

soe:ifications of policy determination models. The Zusman and Peltzma n 

frame ..... orks, for example, imply that policy will always be efficient in the 

sense of lying on the political-economic frontier. Tests of efficiency can 

thus be construed as tests of these models and, hence. can be of positive as 

wel1 as normative USE. 

We have made specific recommendations for future advancement of both 

criterion function and behavioral equation estimation approaches. For 

criterion function approaches, these recommendations appear in subsectior 

3.1.6; anc for the benavior equation approaches, they appear in subsection 

3.2.7. We have stressed the importance of developing a more rigoro~s 

methodology for positive empirical analysis of government behavior. In this 

conlext, fmproving the formal analysis of policy formation seems the most 

fruitful direction for future research. Of particular importance in this 

regard are the consistency and · robustness of empirical results. In other 

words, for an empirically constructed criterion function and constraint 

structure, is the impl ied behavior of choice equations consistent with the 

directly estimated behavioral equations? Consideration Should be given to 

the use of both the criterion function and behavioral equation approaches to 

determine their consistency for the same set of data. Since each of the 

approaChes advocated for future development requires a heavy dose of a prior: 

structure, formal sensitivity analySis should be conducted with respect to 

the imposed structures to assess the robustness of the empirical results. 

In the final analySiS, it has been the view of this paper that normative 

or traditional welfare analysis must give some emphasis to implementation. 

Operationally, meaningful policy analysis must incorporate positive notions 

of policy formation. As our examination strongly implies, this will require 

the explicit recognition of political markets and their role in 

redistribution. Ultimately, an operational policy focus should lead to an 

inteqration of normative and positive analysis of endoqenous government 

behavior. 

, 
't. ) 
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Footnotes 

~Giannini Foundation Paper No. 600 (reprint identification only). 

lAn0!her variant of the Pareto-optimal income redistribution model 
specifies donors of taxes derivinq utility fro~ the consumption of particular 
CO!Tm :-o: it ies by the recipients of transfers. Buchanan rel ies upon this notior 
t::l qe'lerate predict ions that transfers wi 11 take the form of income-in-k ind 
0"- vo~(:hers that are earmarked for specific items of spendinq. Pauly uses 
this for~ of the interdependent utility function model to develop predictions 
aboJt modes of tax transfer redistributions. This model incorporates a qroup 
of potential recipients of transfers who have a low or zero consumption leve~ 
of some comm0dity and a qroup of potential donors in whose utility functions 
there appears the level of consumption of some paternalistic good by members 
of th~ potential recipient group. These variants suffer from the same 
disenfranchisement as the Hochman-Rodgers formulation. Once potential 
recipients are allowed some weight in the political process, their 
preferences have to be: offset aga ins t the preferences of the donors and. 
under these circumstances, no clear-cut predictions follow. 

2This framework relies on "social judgments" or social norms. It 
differs from Thurow's (1971) earlier formulation which treats the entire 
distribution of income as a pure public good. This pure public good appears 
as an aqrument in each person's utility function. 

)As Wil.liamson has noted, the inequality in income distribution within 
tme 'Ur.ite:States declined durinq the Civil War and World War I periods but 
increased significantly following the cessation of hostilities. In fact, the 
re~ound during the early 1920s was especially rapid with inequality rising to 
its hiqnest peal< in 1929. Hence, Thurow's explanation works particularly 
well for one war but fails to offer a reasonable explanation for two earlier 
wars. 

4An aberrant observation with which the theory of state formulation 
must cope is the plethora of interest groups, each one of which can be seen 
to be pressinq its case with the government of the day, independent of other 
Such qroups. O'Connor has recoqnized that such interest group activity is 
"inconsistent with the survival and expansion of capitalism ••• [what is 
needed is] a class-conscious political directorate (in order to] plan the 
economy as a whole" (O'Connor, p. 67). The device for achieving such 
central, coordinated planninq as part of the developing Aclass consciousness" 
of the owners of capital is the national budget. 

5This assumption leads to some rather pecul'iar conSequences. To 
illustrate, consider the case of governmental intervention in water resource 
development. Specifically, suppose alternative scales of a water resource 
reservoir are under examination. Following the Peltzman formulation, define 
n as the number of potential voters in the beneficiary group, N as the total 
number of potential voters, g as the alternative scales of the water resource 
system, B(g) as the benefits emanating from water reserve system scale g, 
C(q) the cost associated with water reserve system of scale g, f as the 
prObability that a beneficiary will grant support, h as the probability that 
members whO are taxed to support the project oppose, and M is defined as the 
"majority." Given these definitions in the Peltzman framework, the appointed 
governmental official wishes to maximize: 



B M=nf-n- (N - n) h c 
N - n • 

This criterion function is entirely consistent with the Peltzman framework 
except that there are no "education" or cost of forming a coalition, and B is 
not equal to C. Necessary conditions for a maximization of Mare 

(b) 

( c) 

Mg = f' B' - h' C' = 0 

Mn = f + h - f' B 
n - h' 

C 
N - n = 0 . 

Condition b can be used to establish a relationship between the net social 
benefit-maximizing scale (g*) and the majority-maximizing scale (g'). Ir. 
particular, assuming as Peltzman does that S' > 0, C' > 0,8" < 0, C" > 0, 
B > C, and the "few winners" assumotion, viz., that N - n » n, we obtain the 
result that the net social benefit-rnaximizinq scale will be larqer than th~ 
majority-maximizing scale. In particular, the net social benefit-maximizinq 
s cal e i s g i ve n by B' ( q"*) = C' ( q *) for g' > g *, B' (q) < C' ( q ). By the few 
winners assumption and the assertion that B > C, BIN» C/N - n, i.e., the 
winners gain more per man than the losers lose, it follows that, over a wide 
ranqe f' (6/n) < h' (C/N - n) and if q* should fall in this range, (b) 
implies that 8' > C' and thus g' < q*. 

6S uC h activities may be constrainted by "due process" considerations but 
generally not to the point that a uniform tax must be levied. 

7These dullYTlY variables, for the periods 1953-1959, 1960-1963, and 
1964-1971 correspond to different government sin power with vary; ng 
development strategies. In particular. there were major adjustments in trade 
policy in 1960 and 1964. 
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